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Wellbeing at work has moved up the corporate agenda in
            
healthier environment bolstered by a choice of healthy foods,
a well-ventilated workspace and a workplace designed to
      
mental health has had less attention.

O

ne the obstacles is a reluctance amongst staff to discuss mental
ill health. According to a recent poll, while 42 per cent of UK
workers felt they could discuss physical ill-health - only one in five
(21 per cent) would feel comfortable discussing their mental health
issues with their fellow colleagues.
But things are changing. A new report published at the end of October,
commissioned by Prime Minister Theresa May, includes a detailed
analysis that explores the significant cost of poor mental health to UK
businesses and the economy as a whole. Poor mental health, it found,
costs employers between £33 billion and £42 billion a year, with an
annual cost to the UK economy of between £74 billion and £99 billion.
The report, Thriving at Work: the Stevenson/Farmer review of mental
health and employers, sets out what employers can do to better support
all employees, including those with mental health problems to remain in
and thrive through work.
The review quantifies how investing in supporting mental health at
work is good for business and productivity, and prompted by its lead for
this month’s FM Clinic we asked a group of experts, (some of whom have
suffered from mental ill health themselves) what employers within the
FM sector should do to recognise a possible mental health problem and
support workers living with mental ill health?
The advice is really informative and it’s encouraging to learn that
the facilities management sector is taking the issue really seriously;
from EMCOR’S collaboration with mental health charity Mind to VINCI
Facilities’ (as MD Tony Raikes, explains in this month’s cover story) health
and safety week concentrating on workplace health and specifically
encouraging people to feel comfortable about discussing mental health
to help take the stigma away.
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of the magazine,
together with your insight into what’s happening in the
FM sector.

 sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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 Next Edition
Next month’s issue has two features devoted to
both health and safety. First, we look at the ways
of preventing the spread of germs in the winter
months, from imposing regular cleaning schedules
to encouraging a clear handwashing policy and
in safety, the use of signage within the workplace
to help prevent accidents and promote safety
behaviours. There is a case study on UBS’ UK
headquarter consolidation to 5 Broadgate which
saw the move of over 7,000 staff and was the
largest single relocation project in London in 2016
and in a focus on flooring, we explore the range of
potential applications for safety flooring to help
prevent slips and trips.

 sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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INTERSERVE ISSUES ANOTHER PROFIT WARNING

I

nterserve has issued its second profit warning in the space of two months
which shows a slow down in trading in the third quarter from that
reported in the first half.
The international support services and construction group is now expecting
operating profit for the overall group in the second half to be approximately
half the level of that which was reported in the second half of last year and
believes there is a realistic prospect that it will not meet the net debt to
EBITDA test contained in its financial covenants for 31st December 2017.
According to the group its UK support services has been hit by
continued employment cost pressures in the business, the cost of contract
mobilisations, margin deterioration driven by a cost base which has not been
flexible enough and contract performance in the justice business.
The company has also seen the operating profit of its UK construction
business deteriorate further as challenging market conditions and cost

SERCO TO ACQUIRE
HEALTHCARE
FM CONTRACTS
FROM CARILLION

pressures as well as operational delivery issues have continued to impact
performance.
Performance within Interserve’s equipment services business is said to be
performing well and as anticipated, the group says its international support
services business has started to improve versus the first half performance and
in international construction it has maintained a stable performance.
Interserve is now launching a group wide performance improvement plan,
Fit for Growth, aimed at improving margin performance to industry norms.
As part of this, the company has initiated a series of work streams to
address its operating model and the cost base of its operations, as well as
ensuring that it is operating in market segments which are both profitable
and offer opportunity for growth. Interserve has also initiated a
comprehensive contract review across both the support services and
construction businesses.

BIFM AWARDS 2017

October saw the FM industry come together at the Grosvenor House Hotel in London for
the 17th annual British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM) Awards 2017.
The awards event which was hosted by TV comedian, stage actor and movie star
Stephen Mangan and supported by headline sponsor Carillion, saw close to 1,200 guests
in attendance, celebrating facilities management professionals across the themes of
People, Impact and Innovation.
People: Celebrating the individuals, teams
and organisations which invest in their
people, provide inspiring leadership and
drive improvements
Newcomer of the Year
Winner: Conrad Dinsmore, ISS Facility
Services
Leader of the Year
Winner: Andrew Smart, Cushman &
Wakefield

S

erco Group has announced it has signed Heads of
Terms to acquire a portfolio of selected UK health
facilities management contracts from struggling UK
construction and support services company, Carillion.
Once a definitive business purchase agreement has
been agreed, and Carillion has received the requisite third
party consents and shareholders’ approval if required, the
contracts will be acquired on a cash-free, debt-free basis,
with the consideration to be satisfied using Serco’s existing
debt facilities.
Assuming that all the contracts are transferred to Serco,
the total consideration payable would be £50.1 million
(subject to a limited working capital adjustment), with
payment largely phased as the contracts transfer.
The contracts provide FM support services to over 50
NHS sites across the UK, including five acute hospital
trusts. Serco has stated that the portfolio of contracts
is “profitable” and has current annual revenue of
approximately £90 million and a weighted average
remaining term of 14 years.
Full transition and integration of operations is expected
to be achieved by the end of 2018.

6
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Manager of the Year
Winner: Mike Gibson, Qwest Services,
ENGIE
Highly Commended: Lee Hannan, BAM FM
Team of the Year
Winner: Carillion Services, Northwood
Headquarters
Highly Commended:
– UBS Integrated Facility Management
– Foreign & Commonwealth Office, Facilities
Management Client Unit
Lifetime Achievement
Winner: Marilyn Standley, FBIFM
Innovation: Recognising cutting-edge FM
developments and the benefits they bring
Innovation in Technology and Systems
Winner: AstraZenca, Macclesfield Campus
Highly Commended: intu in partnership
with Invida, Lifecycle: out of the shadows

New Product or Service of the Year
Winner: Rapid Washroooms Ltd, Smart
Washroom Solutions
Impact: Highlighting the tangible impact
outstanding FM brings to business, the
environment and society
Impact on Customer Experience
Winner: Marco, Emirates Air Line
Impact on Employee Experience
Winner: Johnson & Johnson 2020
Workplace Experience Strategy
Impact on the Environment
Winner: Landsec, Caring for the
Environment
Highly Commended: Khadamat, Facilities
Management LLC
Impact on Organisational Performance
Winner: UBS, Integrated Facility
Management
Impact on Society
Winner: Recycling Lives
Highly Commended: Apleona, GVA and
Cherry Tress Shopping Centre, Health on the
High Street.

FMJ.CO.UK

Churchill buys
AOS Security
Churchill Services Group has
acquired AOS Security Ltd in a
move to further enhance its service
capability and to continue the
strategy of establishing a stronger
      
    
of manned, mobile, covert and
technical security services within
rail, construction, corporate, retail
and healthcare sectors throughout
the UK, with a predominant focus in
        
Transport for London, Chiltern
   !""  !
# $
  %  
Churchill’s strategy to further
establish itself as a leading service
solutions business, with a combined
 &' %()*+   
 - %  
  
single organisation, Churchill says
.      - %
closely with AOS’ existing client
base and to providing a rewarding
and stimulating environment for all
 
Darren Read, MD, AOS Security,
  - /0 1  
Security Solutions following
  . $
 

Total Solutions Group
formed following
major growth
Specialist cleaning and maintenance
services provider, Total Solutions,
has announced the addition of two
new divisions, Total Solutions High
Access and Total Solutions Security,
which will join Total Solutions
Cleaning as part of the newly formed
Total Solutions Group, with an
additional drainage division planned
.  . 
Total Solutions High Access
Division will support the group for
high level window cleaning, building
cleaning and fabric maintenance, as
well as supporting external customer
 . $  # 
Solutions Security Division will
provide manned guard patrols,
-  %   
&  
Total Solutions Group will be
& %.   2

in Welham Green to new premises in
Welwyn Garden City, complete with
3   
%.  
As well as its current regional
2
   %  %  
2
     
and Manchester before the end of
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DATES FOR THE

GENDER PAY GAP REPORT FM DIARY

21-22 NOVEMBER 2017
Build2Perform
Olympia, London
www.build2perform.co.uk

28 NOVEMBER 2017

FM Christmas Party
Grange St. Paul’s Hotel, London
http://bit.ly/1nAuxoF

29-30 JANUARY 2018
Sodexo has published its UK gender pay gap to become an
early adopter of new Government legislation.
Under new regulations organisations with more than 250
employees are required to publish gender pay gap data by April
2018.
Government Equalities Office methodology requires
organisations to share mean and median figures for differences
in average hourly pay and bonus pay for men and women, in
addition to the proportion receiving a bonus.
Sodexo’s overall average hourly median gender pay gap is
12.6 per cent and the mean gender pay gap is 14.9 per cent.
The gender split in four quartiles of the pay scale must also
be published.
A clear commitment to gender balance has seen Sodexo
included in The Times Top 50 Employers for Women for the last
four years.
To read Sodexo’s Gender Pay Report 2017 visit http://
uk.sodexo.com/genderpay2017

CLOUDFM LAUNCHES STATE-OFTHE-ART TRAINING FACILITY
Cloudfm has
invested in a new
specialist training
centre – the
Cloudfm Academy
– a purpose-built
facility that has
been designed to
meet the specific needs of the FM industry, and includes
a unique engineering suite, featuring the typical
appliances and systems found across client estates.
Located in a new building close to Cloudfm’s
headquarters, the company says the facility represents
the next stage in its investment in skills and growth, and
will build on the success of its existing bespoke training
programme.
All Cloudfm staff will have the opportunity to pursue their
career goals at the training centre which offers industryspecific training opportunities across a range of technical,
interpersonal and leadership topics – with classroombased courses developed in partnership with the British
Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM), and hands-on,
practical training delivered in the custom-built engineering
suite. In addition, the facility acts as a central hub for the
company’s Apprenticeship programme.

FM Forum
Radisson Blu Hotel, London, Stansted
www.facilitiesmanagementforum.co.uk

06 FEBRUARY 2018

Workplace Futures 2018 – Adding Value
The Crystal, London
www.fm-conference.co.uk

06-07 MARCH 2018

People Movement & Management Show
Olympia, London
http://bit.ly/2m3C82P

06-07 MARCH 2018

Facilities Management Ireland 2018
RDS, Dublin
www.fmireland.com

06-08 MARCH 2018
Ecobuild
ExCeL, London
www.ecobuild.co.uk

12-13 MARCH 2018

Total Security Summit
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
www.totalsecuritysummit.co.uk

19-21 JUNE 2018
Facilities Show 2018
ExCeL, London
www.facilitiesshow.com

02-03 JULY 2018

FM Forum
The Principal Manchester
www.facilitiesmanagementforum.co.uk

12-13 SEPTEMBER 2018

Facilities Scotland (Scotland Works)
SEC, Glasgow
www.scotlandworks.com/Scotlandworks
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GLOBAL FM – LEGAL

SAFETY VIEW
FIRE AND ACOUSTIC
HOODS
By Alex Munro, Brand Director at
Q Acoustics and Audica
/    &
% -    
promote positive and collaborative environments by embracing
 4  %  3 &-   %
5' 3    - 
As a result of this shift, building owners and facility managers
% %       .  && %   
- -4  .
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and facility managers opting to install in-ceiling and in-wall
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both enhance the delivery of presentations with the use of video
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However, if a building owner or facilities manager chooses
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As many buildings are shared spaces with multiple tenants, it is
important that sound doesn’t travel and disturb other occupants
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requirement that small spaces, such as cavities in external
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The solution
A good way to reduce noise pollution is by carefully planning
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temperatures, creating a robust seal covering up the cavity
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to other companies using the building, when beginning an
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ISS DENMARK ENTERS LARGEST PUBLIC FM
DEAL WITH DANISH MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
As of 1 November, ISS Denmark has entered into a six-year facility
management partnership agreement with the Danish Defence Estates and
Infrastructure Organisation (DDEIO).
The agreement, which has a total contract
value of approximately DKK 3 billion (£352.7
million), will see ISS deliver an integrated
facility services solution at more than 500
sites at Defence Command Denmark, the
Danish Emergency Management Agency and
the Danish Home Guard, as per 1 February
2018.
Covering nine service areas, including
cleaning, catering, outdoor maintenance,
waste management, technical services,
support services, as well as servicing shooting and exercise areas and firefighting
services, this constitutes Denmark’s largest ever public facility management
agreement under one contract.
It is the first time the DDEIO has offered facilities management in one single
contract for all its sites in the country.
ISS has provided services for Defence Command Denmark in Western Denmark
since 2014.
The contract comes with the option to extend for up to three years.

ACQUISITION SEES SODEXO EXPAND FM OFFERING
FOR RESOURCES SECTOR IN AUSTRALIA
Sodexo has acquired the contracts and certain assets of the Morris Corporation
(Morris) business, a provider of quality remote village and asset management
services to the energy and resources sectors in Australia, expanding its
portfolio of facilities management operations in Australia.
Sharing a 50-year history and a local presence in Australia, the partnership
will enable both businesses to offer a total solution to facilities management
for clients in the energy and resources sectors including accommodation
systems and camp design, administrative services, airport and security
management, waste management, catering services, sport and cultural
activities, wellness and motivational programs and more.
The transition includes Morris’ client contracts and the ownership of
Collinsville Village in Queensland.
More than 98 percent of Morris employees accepted offers of employment
with Sodexo and will be welcomed into the Sodexo team to continue growing
the business.

INTERSERVE EXTENDS SPANISH CLEANING DEAL WITH DUFRY
Interserve has secured a three-year contract extension with travel retailer Dufry.
The international support services and construction group will continue to
deliver cleaning support for Dufry’s
stores, which include the World Duty
Free brand, at 16 major Spanish
airports in Madrid, Barcelona, Alicante,
Valencia, Bilbao, Santiago, Sevilla,
Almería, Málaga, Girona, Reus, Palma
de Mallorca, Mahón, Ibiza and Jerez.
The contract also covers cleaning
services for the company’s
headquarters in Madrid, its
warehousing sites across Spain and for Dufry facilities in the Canary Islands.

If you have any knowledge of FM news from across the world, please
feel free to get in touch with our assistant editor Sarah O’Beirne at
sarah.obeirne@kpmmedia.co.uk

#loveyourworkspace
KI’s portfolio of workplace furniture helps some of the
world’s leading organisations to create a happy, healthy,
high performing working environment for their people.

The ideal working environment is different for every
individual. This is why a better understanding of the
relationship between personality types and office
landscapes can help enhance productivity & wellbeing.
Find out more:
www.kieurope.com/loveyourworkspace
KI Europe
New Fetter Place
8-10 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AZ
E: workplace@kieurope.com
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WORKPLACE TRENDS CONFERENCE

THE CHANGING NATURE OF WORK
The Workplace Trends conference in October explored the changing nature of work and what
it means for our work spaces. Sara Bean reports

W

hen it comes to predicting
the workplace of the future,
the autumn Workplace Trends
conference has built up a high level
of credibility since it was launched
15 years ago. During that period,
the conference, which is curated by
Environmental Psychologist and
renowned Workplace Strategist Dr
Nigel Oseland, has covered a variety
of trends which are now becoming
mainstream. These include wellness,
productivity, happiness, psychology
in the workplace, biophilic design,
agile working and cellular versus
open plan.
This year’s event, which took place
at the British Library, took the broad
theme of the changing nature of work, to
explore not just where we work but how
we work – whether that is within the gig
economy, remotely, within a co-working
space, in an office or a mix of all those
elements.
To help set the scene, the attitude
of the C-suite towards meeting the
demands of the digital workplace came
under scrutiny from Paul Miller, CEO
and founder of the Digital Workplace
Group (DWG) and co-author of The
Digital Renaissance of Work: Delivering
digital workplaces fit for the future. He
suggested that farsighted organisations
have begun to realise that they need to
create physical and digital workspaces
to promote collaboration – whether
face-to-face or between communities of
10
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shared interest.
The idea of virtual work was echoed
in the discussion of the rise of the gig
economy with Brhmie Balaram, Senior
Researcher in the RSA’s Economy,
Enterprise and Manufacturing team,
who leads the RSA’s research on the
sharing economy, including gig work.
She provided an overview of the UK’s gig
economy based on the largest survey
of gig workers to date, and suggested
that the gig economy, whether we like
it or not, is driving a cultural shift in the
way that we work and is set to be an
enduring part of our economy.
Property and workplace professional
Neil Usher, who until recently was
Workplace Director at Sky, talked
delegates through the research from
his forthcoming book on the elemental
workplace. Something that will resonate
with FMs was his view that the toilets are
one of the few places in the workplace
that your visitors will almost certainly
see, and therefore say more about you
than your work spaces.
He also raised the question of whether
facilities managers’ rebranding of the
people in their buildings as customers
rather than colleagues was really a
good idea. As he suggested, “once your
colleagues become your customers, are
you then working with a target on your
back?”

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
We hear a lot about designing office

space with a variety of ways in which
people can collaborate, concentrate and
socialise, but in a global office market
how do we know we’re designing the
right kind of spaces?
According to Sally Augustin, PhD,
a practising Environmental/Design
Psychologist and a Principal at Design
with Science, cognitive science research
shows that people from different
cultures work and live best in different
sorts of spaces. She advised that it’s
important to involve people in a design
process when you are creating a space
which will be used by a number of
cultures – so always consider where
people are from.
Some interesting revelations in
terms of cultural differences during her
presentation were that westerners tend
to focus on one element in the space,
say a piece of furniture, while those
raised in the east would take in the
whole effect, from the wall coverings to
the fittings. People from collectivistic
cultures (typically the Far East) are more
willing to share things, while people
from individualist cultures like to have
the flexibility to move things around. She
also revealed that people in the UK are
more comfortable with ambiguity (not
having rules for everything) and accept
more novelty.
In her session, Christine Kohlert of the
RBSGROUP EU talked delegates through
the book she has recently co-authored,
Space for Creative Thinking, which

examines the needs of the knowledge
worker, discussing the underlying design
concepts that factor into making a space
that stimulates original thinking.
On the predictions by some that the
office is disappearing, she countered
that we will always need workplaces
because we want a place to share our
ideas. This suggests that the offices
of the future will be designed around
thinking and working together. Buildings
being designed today will last for
decades, so as the way we work evolves,
we must design in for change and
appreciate that the organisation of the
future will be a location of encounter.
She also stressed the importance of
people working in an open and trustful
environment – which has to be delivered
at three levels. Physical wellbeing is the
first level, but the next step is harder
– functional wellbeing, and ensuring
people are being supported in their
work. The third step, psychosocial
wellbeing, is harder still to achieve.
No workplace conference is complete
without case studies, and the story of
the agile working pilot at Investec Bank
was illuminating. Hosted by Tony Grimes
of Investec and Farrol Goldblatt, who
heads up the workplace strategy team
at architects TP Bennett, the session
described how a data-driven process
was used to determine the changes
needed.
Through interviews, utilisation surveys
and workshops, a culture emerged of
openness and friendliness. Investec
employees didn’t want to work at a
typical bank; they wanted less time
at their desk and the opportunity to
be mobile within the workplace. An
occupancy survey revealed that the
organisation already had some mobility
built into its work styles. The data also
showed that 74 per cent of staff felt
having a work setting that suited their
task would aid productivity, and they
wanted more creative spaces.
The pilot for agile working helped
the team to get the message of activity
working across to executives, and the
appropriate changes were made. The
case study reflected the theme of the
day – that change is good when it is
done properly, backed by assiduous
research and consultation. As Neil Usher
advised, people should be allowed to
go on their personal journey, “as the
scheme won’t fall over if not everyone
gets it on day one.”
For more information visit
www.workplacetrends.co

Choose Colt.
Nationwide smoke control maintenance
means we get to you in 24 hours, or less.
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up and down the country than anyone else.
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Colt has unparalleled nationwide
service and maintenance coverage.

Our engineers will be with you within 24 hours. In an emergency,
our average response time is 4 hours.

Whether built by Colt or other manufacturers, all types of system can be
expertly repaired, up-graded and maintained by our engineers.

Colt has more maintenance engineers than
anyone else. We have more than 45, spread
throughout the length and breadth of Britain.
This means we will answer a call-out within
24 hours and, in an emergency, our average response
time is 4 hours.
What’s more, because the systems we design
and build are the most groundbreaking, innovative
and complex around, our knowledge is deep and
unparalleled.
When they are not servicing or repairing systems,
our engineers are busy brushing up their knowledge
and skills. Permanent ongoing training makes sure
they keep up to date with the latest developments.
They seem happy working for us, too.
Many of our engineers have been with us 20
years; some, as long as 30.
Colt has almost 70 years experience in smoke
control maintenance. In fact, we look after the health
         
any of our competitors.
It’s no surprise then, that when looking for
someone reliable and trustworthy to handle the
maintenance of their smoke control system, so
many people in charge of residential developments,
        
do the same thing.
Choose Colt.
     
coltinfo.co.uk/service-maintenance
Alternatively, call us on 02392 491735 or email:
service@uk.coltgroup.com

Service

Expertise built on proven experience
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

ABM UK has won a three-year contract, worth
approximately £2 million with Victoria Place Shopping
Centre in London’s Victoria Station. The new contract
which was won as part of a competitive tender will
see ABM UK supplying the Savills-managed shopping
centre with cleaning and security services. Victoria Place
Shopping Centre is situated adjacent to London Victoria
Railway Station in the City of Westminster, and is home
  %.   



  

convenience food outlets. The Shopping Centre was
opened in 1985, and underwent a major refurbishment
in 2014.
Z   

INTERSERVE BROADCASTS £140M
CONTRACT EXTENSION
Interserve has won a four-year contract extension with the BBC worth £140 million.
The contract, which was initially awarded in 2014 will now see the international
support services and construction group continue providing facilities services until 2023
across the broadcaster’s UK estate.
In total the contract covers 150 sites and 560,000 m2 floorspace, including the
corporation’s major offices and production facilities at MediaCityUK in Salford,
Broadcasting House in Portland Place, London, and Pacific Quay in Glasgow.
The partnership covers 26 separate service lines ranging from critical broadcast
engineering, energy and utilities management through to cleaning, portering and
security which are tailored to specific building requirements, including the need for 24hour operations at several locations.
In addition to this contract, Interserve also delivers security guarding and building
contractor services for the broadcaster under separate frameworks.
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management contract with the London Borough of
Lambeth extended to 31 March 2019. The contract has
an annual value of circa £6 million. The company has
been delivering TFM across approximately 250 sites
"3
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one-stop shops, toilet blocks, listed buildings and civic
landmarks, including Lambeth Town Hall, since 2012.
 & 
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Security Services a three-year contract extension at
Chiswick Park. The contract worth over £1 million a
year will see Ultimate continue to provide security and
.

.   &  .2
 3   

bars and restaurants at the 1,437,180 sq ft, mixed-use
business park, located between the centre of London
and Heathrow. Ultimate Security Services and Chiswick
Park Enjoy-Work (CPEW) – the property company
that manages Chiswick Park, have been working in
partnership since 2014.
Facilities management company, Arcus, has landed
a regional contract to provide reactive maintenance
services to home, garden and leisure retailer, The Range.
The contract, which went live in October sees Arcus
delivering mechanical, electrical, plumbing, drainage,
lighting and building fabric services to 18 stores and four
2
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SODEXO STAYS ON AT
BIRKBECK COLLEGE
Sodexo has retained its catering
contract with the University of London’s
Birkbeck College for a further five years.
The new deal will see Sodexo
continue to provide catering at the
college’s main building in Malet Street
as well as its satellite buildings in
Gordon Square, Russell Square and the
Clore Management Centre in Torrington
Square.
Sodexo has worked with Birkbeck
for over 16 years and recently made a
significant investment to transform the
restaurants and cafes across the college
estate, increasing both the capacity and
speed of service for students and staff.
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SCOTTISH SOCIAL HOUSING
DEALS WORTH £50M GO TO MITIE

across the sites.

Mitie’s property management business has
won a number of social housing contracts.
A North Lanarkshire Council win, valued
at £3.1 million per annum, includes the
renewal of 420 kitchens and 550 bathrooms,
whilst the renewal of a partnership with
Oak Tree Housing Association will see Mitie
deliver the second phase of kitchens and
bathrooms to 300 properties.
Mitie has also added the Paisley-based
housing association, Williamsburgh, and
Sanctuary Scotland to its social housing
portfolio. The Williamsburgh contract worth
£2.8 million will run for four years.
The largest contract win for Mitie’s
property management business is with
Aberdeenshire Council, and covers all
aspects of social housing repairs.

Group UK & Ireland to provide catering and a range of

The University of Oxford has appointed Compass
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destinations will be renovated to create social hubs that
provide inviting as well as practical meeting points and
deliver a wide range of unique food and drink concepts.
Robertson Facilities Management (FM), has won a
 4
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DONG Energy. The deal will see Robertson FM deliver
a combination of hard and soft FM services to DONG
 %  
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King’s Wharf, Birkenhead. The operations base, which
was completed earlier this year, serves both Burbo Bank
 3 -' 
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Three-month rolling
contracts, including
all parts and labour.
(And the coffee tastes pretty great, too.)

Coffee and water for your workplace

Visit freshground.co.uk or call 0845 845 1500
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PLANNING TOMORROW’S CARE TODAY
Paul Djuric, Operations Manager at Urgent Technology explains how facilities
management can safeguard the future of care in an ageing world

R

ecent research suggests that
almost 90 per cent of local
authorities in England will face a
“crisis” in care home places within
the next five years. Consumer
group Which? said “urgent action”
was needed because of a rising
population of older people, with
the number of 100-year-olds almost
doubling since 2002. The Which?
watchdog conducted a study in
September this year revealing that
England has 407,000 care home beds
but would need another 50,000 by
2022 to meet the demand.
In addition to needing more care
homes across the country, there
will also be a need for facilities
managers to run the growing portfolio.
By ensuring the buildings are kept
in ample condition, FMs working
in the sector play a crucial role in
safeguarding the ageing population
when they eventually require this level
of care.
Despite a funding injection of £1
billion into the care home sector this
year, there are louder calls for a “whole
new style of future care”, as Dale Birch,
Bracknell Forest Council’s lead member
for adult services, eloquently put it. As
we know, the design and management
of a building has an impact on the
health and wellbeing of occupants,
not to mention a bearing on mood
and behaviour. If a care home is too
hot, residents will be uncomfortable.
If it’s too cold, the elderly may be
particularly prone to catching a cold
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or flu, regardless of the season. Too
noisy or too bright, and they’ll be
hard pressed to get a good night’s
sleep. Poor cleaning standards and
mediocre hygiene practices can lead
to a whole host of health problems,
and potentially catastrophic results are
likely to arise if critical equipment fails
due to inadequate maintenance.
When FMs find themselves
responsible for looking after the
wellbeing of others, they are tasked
with providing and maintaining
environments that are not only fit for
purpose, but also pleasant, relaxed,
and secure places to be. In a care
home environment, this is even more
imperative, as the way a building is
run and managed can make all the
difference to a resident’s experience,
recovery and overall bill of health.
Every property needs to be effectively
maintained, of course, but FMs who
are in charge of looking after the
buildings that house the vulnerable are
under more pressure to see beyond
the traditional parameters of FM and
building maintenance.
A well-maintained facility is vital,
but this isn’t just to improve residents’
experience; there’s a business case for
it too. Failing to maintain the assets
as part of a care home portfolio can
be costly. Unforeseen equipment
breakdown can far outweigh the initial
investment. The down-time associated
with this traditional approach can also
negatively impact business operations,
and sometimes even profitability. A

planned and preventative maintenance
strategy can prevent this from
happening. When presented with
business-critical, real-time data, FMs
have the power to help care home
managers make more informed
decisions about their assets, avoiding
unnecessary risk while improving
reliability. This can help protect a care
home’s reputation, which obviously
goes some way to alleviating any worry
for family members bidding their
relatives farewell after a visit.
When you’re dealing with people’s
lives, there’s no room for complacency.
A planned and preventative
maintenance programme serves to
protect all the components essential
in delivering an optimum level of care.
Using technology as part of these
plans can free up time because any
information required to effectively
manage a facility is presented in a
heartbeat.
Thankfully, there’s now the
technology out there in the market that
allows FMs do what they do best – to
look after the people within the built
environments they manage.
For any FMs out there looking to
improve the protocols and systems
that relate to maintenance, there are
several things to think about. The care
sector is heavily regulated – and for
good reason. Ensure you’re protected
by implementing the appropriate
systems to record compliance. That
way, you’re covered should an incident
occur. It’s far better and safer to store

the compliance data online, so long as
you have a robust IT system, complete
with strong firewalls.
Tracking the performance of fixed
assets can give you the insight required
to understand why a particular
piece of equipment needs frequent
maintenance. There may be a more
cost effective, reliable alternative – but
that won’t necessarily come to light
if you’re not able to conduct a trend
analysis.
Care homes need to be kept warm
for much of the year, whatever the
weather. Understanding whether the
building is using energy efficiently is
key to preventing avoidable costs, and
there are energy tracking devices that
can help ensure you’re only paying
what you need to for heating bills. The
Internet of Things (IoT) can help FMs
monitor and measure environmental
factors, such as air quality, temperature
and sound levels - factors of which
impact the level of care on offer. Then
there’s the technology that assists
predictive maintenance; by which I’m
referring to the tech that monitors the
performance of assets, such as boilers,
and which can determine the most
appropriate time for intervention.
A good CAFM system should be easy
to navigate and the real-time data
should be presented in an easilydigestible way, so all stakeholders can
understand what the data actually
means. Data’s only useful if you can
make any sense of it! This was a key
driver in Orchard Care Homes’ recent
decision to use eMaintenance+, a
CAFM tool, to manage all reactive and
planned maintenance tasks across its
UK-wide network of more than 50 care
homes. The beauty of such systems
is that they can be tailored to your
property’s needs, and the data can
be presented in whichever way you
choose – either email or SMS alerts
if there’s a problem with any area of
the built environment, or via business
intelligence reports, dashboards and
data grids if you want to see a snapshot
of the bigger picture.
In line with the number of care homes
that will be built over the coming years,
there’s the opportunity for FMs to step
into the driving seat and steer the way
to good hard FM practices. This will
contribute to the bigger picture of care
home FM, offering quality of life for the
residents, minimising disruption to
their care and ensuring their safety
and comfort.

PUMP SERVICE
WE’VE GOT IT
COVERED

GRUNDFOS
SERVICE &
SOLUTIONS
Core Competencies
Installation
Commissioning

Product Replacement
Service Agreements

Warranty Support
Field & Workshop Repairs

Pump Audit
Remote Monitoring

Spares and
Spares Kits
For further information visit
www.grundfosservice.co.uk
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FAST FACTS

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

FRIEND OR FOE IN FM?
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
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rtificial Intelligence is making
the headlines. This September
academics at Plymouth University
revealed that a fifth of school-age
children believe that they will be
friends with a robot in the future.
Days later, Jeremy Corbyn announced
that, if he wins power, his government
will slap a ‘Robot tax’ on companies
using AI and advanced automation
processes.
So, with AI in the news, the
publication of the Artificial Intelligence
in the Built Environment Insight Paper
is very timely.

AI NOW
Big data and processing power have
grown exponentially over the past
few decades, but it’s only with the
introduction of AI that there has
been the catalyst for truly disruptive
technology.
AI has evolved from the dusty corner
of the research lab to the mainstream.
Self-driving cars, healthcare
diagnostics, bomb disposal robots and
a plethora of smartphone apps that
rely on AI are no longer on the distant
horizon, they are here.
FM specific examples range from
the drones buzzing high above us
for maintenance inspection, to
wearable technology
that tracks our every
move for workforce
management
and security
applications.
Infamously,
Swedish company
Epicenter
even implants
microchips into its
(volunteer) workers
that enable them
to open doors,
operate printers, or
buy snacks with just a
wave of a hand.
What we don’t have is

seamless connectivity between AI
applications. Yet. This would enable
disparate AI technologies to interact
independent of human instruction
or intervention. But, how long
before these so-called synergistic
benefits occur?

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Chris Hoar, co-author of the RICS
Insight report, is also co-founder of
AIinFM, a group set up to identify
the most important developments
in the field of Artificial Intelligence
within FM.
He believes the FM sector will be
quick to adopt AI devices because
of the opportunities the technology
brings.
“Within the built environment, the
impact of AI will be felt the greatest
in facility management,” says Hoar.
“This is because areas of FM have
scope for automation.
“AI empowered machines offer
efficiencies. Many activities will
be completed by AI devices more
quickly, more reliably, more safely
and at a lower cost offering best value
for clients.”
Hoar maintains that operational
activities such as cleaning, security,
maintenance, catering and many
logistics activities, will be
revolutionised by

the introduction of AI.
“We’re looking at the biggest
upheaval since the Industrial
Revolution,” says Hoar. “Look at the
benefits, including wealth generation,
that were introduced by mechanisation
in the 18th and 19th centuries. We’re
looking at socio-economic changes on
a similar scale, perhaps even greater.”

FUTURE CHALLENGES
Many of us who find labour-saving
gadgets attractive can appreciate
the appeal of intelligent automation.
However, Hoar and his co-authors
believe that FM workers and firms that
don’t change with the times may face a
challenging future.
“Margins in the sector are already
squeezed, so traditional FM contractors
will find it tough to compete unless
they embrace change.”
Surely, the human touch will remain
a valuable asset? “Human workers will
be appreciated in client management
and strategy, but clients are extremely
price sensitive,” says Hoar.
So, with some of their workers
replaced by robots are FM firms
set to profit? “Many traditional FM
firms simply don’t have the capital
to invest in this kind of technology.
Increasingly the role of the FM director
will be become blurred with the IT
department.
“I can envisage tech firms, that have
both the expertise and the capital,
moving into this space too, so there
could well be increased competition.”

TIMESCALE
The world seems to have been
fantasising about AI for decades now.
But now that it’s here, and proving
itself, Hoar believes its progress
and adoption will be rapid. “Think
back 10 years and we couldn’t have
imagined what can be achieved with

the now ubiquitous smartphone. We
cannot begin to appreciate what the
next decade will bring, but the FM
sector needs to start preparing for
transformation now.”
FM will always have a vital part to
play within the built environment,
but it is destined to evolve into a
high-tech, strategic discipline.
Are you ready for change?
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EMERGENCY LIGHT
TESTING SO EASY
YOU CAN DO IT ON
YOUR PHONE
THE EASIEST
INSTALLATION
FORGET
THE PANEL
LOVES YOUR
LIGHTS
NO
LIMITS
SAVE TIME
& MONEY
PROOF

Lux Intelligent is the updated emergency
lighting system from Advanced.
It saves money, time and makes it so easy to
manage a compliant system, you can do it on
your phone.
Use existing wiring, or your LAN for a ‘no wires’ network.
Unlimited, low-cost, any-time, networking of panels
anywhere via LAN.
Cloud monitoring and reporting of any system anywhere
in the world, on your computer, phone or tablet. Live
status report gives immediate indication of any issues.
Works with almost any light or luminaire, including LEDs.
Easy conversion of existing lights.
Works with any existing emergency lighting system
including central battery.
Cost and efﬁciency beneﬁts with automated testing and
reporting. One click sharing of maintenance or test reports
right from your phone.
Full test history available any time.
The easy way to demonstrate compliance to BS5266.

Tel: +44 (0)1670 707 111
Email: sales@luxintelligent.com
Web: www.luxintelligent.com

Contact us now for a demo
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Why so many men? This
has been explored by many
charities including the
Samaritans and CALM, and
quite a few opinions have
been given on the subject. In
a grisly nutshell, they found
that Men tend to be more direct,
reactionary and final in their suicide
attempts, both in method and giving
in to suicidal thoughts.
What about the typical manly trait of
hiding mental health problems? Feelings of

What can employers
within the FM sector
do to help managers
recognise possible
mental health
problems, and better
support those people
living with mental ill health?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
FM PROFESSIONAL AND MENTAL HEALTH
ADVOCATE’S VIEW
OWEN GOWER,
BUSINESS PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY MANAGER,
SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY
A 2017 survey of managers
revealed that 68 per cent of
people who are hiring staff
would worry someone with
a mental illness wouldn’t
fit in with the team, and 83
per cent of managers worry
that they wouldn’t be able
to cope with the demands
of the job.
When I publicly shared
Owen Gower
my diagnosis of Bipolar in
April 2017 people called me
brave, but that shouldn't be
the case. It should be no more risky to admit than
a broken leg or a cold. Mental health problems
are too ridiculously common and dangerous
to be taboo.
Is this cultural castigation and selfcensorship of mental health problems to
blame for its proliferation and worsening
over the last 50 years? Or is the tragic
underfunding of mental health in the NHS
to blame?
To take the argument to the extreme,
in 2016, there were on average 16 suicides
each day in the UK & Ireland, 11 of those being
men. In fact, for a man in the UK between 15
and 44, the most likely cause of death is suicide
(ONS, 2016). What makes more startling reading for our
profession is that the most likely occupation of those men
was defined as Skilled Tradesmen. The stakes are clearly
high for us in FM.

shame, not wanting to be a burden and a need to hide
weakness have all been cited as factors in various studies.
Recall those figures in my second paragraph about
recruitment and mental health? Aside from the recruitment
aspect, these managers presumably have staff currently.
If you knew those were your manager's views, would you
open up to them?
Should employers be doing more to recognise and
support mental health? A resounding yes! Why? Because it's
in their interest to do so, because the most common reason
for time off work on a sick note is now a mental health
problem, because 70 million workdays and £42 billion are
lost to mental health issues in the UK every year.
What can employers do? It's a combination of training,
flexible working or even something as simple as a work
environment that provides access to a safe haven from
stress. But most importantly, the de-stigmatization of
mental health issues to allow workers to be honest
about the issue, rather than hide it behind
a different excuse. 'Time to change'
is a great campaign with a charter
focusing on that angle that
employers can sign up to. 'If
U Care Share Foundation'
is another, and the recent
Stephenson/Farmer report;
'Thriving at Work', is a
must read for employers
which contains fabulous
recommendations to heed.
Remember, one conversation
about mental health can change
someone's life.
An empathetic, targeted cultural
change is required in organisations
to bring mental health problems out of
the shadows, because hiding mental health
problems is where real, personal danger lies. 

An empathetic, targeted
cultural change is required in
organisations to bring mental health
problems out of the shadows, because
hiding mental health problems is where
real, personal danger lies."
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– Owen Gower
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THE CEO’S VIEW
C-J GREEN,
CEO UK, SERVEST
According to the UK Statistics
Authority, a record 17 million
working days were lost in 2016,
due to stress, anxiety and
depression, costing the economy
at least £2.4 billion. Research
freely available in the public
domain suggests that there’s a
C-J Green
new diagnosis of work-related
stress, depression or anxiety every two minutes, so it’s likely
that organisations will see an increase in reported mental health
problems over time.
This hypothesis, although pretty scary as it is, doesn’t even
account for those that don’t speak up. The Mental Health
Foundation recently surveyed 2,500 people who have had mental
health problems to find out whether men are less likely to seek
professional support than women. Perhaps predictably, the
results revealed that to be the case – with 28 per cent of men
admitting that they had not sought help, compared with 19 per
cent of women.
Investing in employees’ mental health is now seen as a crucial
part of a FM’s duty of care. There is an element of irony, then,
that facilities management, as a largely male-dominated sector,
is increasingly expected to champion such initiatives. It’s
important that those working in the profession understand the
signs and establish the support networks necessary to ensure
that nobody feels they have to suffer in silence. At Servest, we
actively champion the cause because people are at the heart of
our business.
We are all prone to stress from time to time... but it can be
difficult to spot in others, because people handle it differently
– what affects one person may not affect another. Some will be
vocal about their worries, whereas others will become quiet and
withdrawn. There will be those that turn to food in times of crisis,
and there will be others that lose their appetite entirely. Some
will obsess about the way they come across, whereas others may
take less pride in their appearance.
While such changes in behaviour might indicate stress or

anxiety, the best way to identify that someone is struggling
is by talking to them. As those on the ground, FMs can
help alleviate workplace worries by creating supportive
environments, with open lines of communication. Sometimes
the smallest acts, such as asking someone how they are, can
make the biggest impact. The physical workplace plays a part
in this too, as the environment in which one finds oneself has
a direct impact on mood and behaviour. If there’s nowhere to
go when an individual becomes overwhelmed, for example,
then stress levels may soar. Sometimes people need an escape
route; even if that’s just a quiet place for contemplation. What’s
more, if a workplace doesn’t facilitate social cohesion, foster a
sense of community spirit or promote trust, then it’s unlikely
that people will be open and honest about their feelings. This
may lead to people feeling unsupported and overwhelmed.
Talking openly about mental wellbeing can be difficult but
it’s a necessary, worthwhile conversation and senior buy-in
is critical. If leaders are not seen to be embracing health and
wellbeing then it’s almost impossible to set a behavioural
precedent and overcome any underlying stigma. At Servest,
we realise there are many benefits of investing in employee
mental health. Creating, delivering and managing workplaces
that address wellbeing can result in happier and healthier
employees, whom will in turn offer organisations longevity,
loyalty and productive effort. 

THE FM SERVICES
SUPPLIER’S VIEW
CHRISTOPHER KEHOE
GROUP EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, EMCOR UK
Mental health is increasingly
recognised by UK employers
as being a key concern. At
least one in six people report
experiencing a common
Christopher
mental health problem (such
Kehoe
as anxiety and depression)
in any given week, and one in four people will experience a
mental health issue in any given year in the UK.
As a leading FM company, providing the necessary mental

A suite of single purpose user-focussed apps
Connecting FSI’s Concept Evolution CAFM solution to your business ecosystem.
Encouraging your users to contribute to the success of your facilities.
Engage your workplace community with Concept Advantage apps

Let us help change your world.
T: +44 (0)1708 251900 I E: info@fsifm.com I www.fsifm.com
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health and wellbeing support and training for our employees
is important to EMCOR UK. This is one of the reasons why, in
January 2017, we initiated a three-year collaboration with
Mind, the UK’s leading mental health charity, to work on raising
awareness, promoting understanding, and providing support to
EMCOR UK’s 4,000 employees about mental health and wellbeing.
Together, we recently held EMCOR UK’s inaugural Mental Health
Awareness Week 9-13 October, 2017, occasioned by World Mental
Health Day on 10 October.
This collaboration marks the company’s commitment to
deliver an extensive Wellbeing Programme of information and
activities designed to help advance good mental health practices.
In support of this initiative, 70+ members of staff at EMCOR UK
have volunteered to become company “Mind Champions” to lead
teams around the country and help to raise funds and awareness
of living with mental ill health. Alongside trained mental health
staff and a dedicated phone line, we are providing educated,
compassionate, and confidential support for all EMCOR UK
employees.
Since beginning our collaboration with Mind and undertaking a
health and wellbeing communications campaign, we have seen a
50 fold increase in calls to our confidential employee assistance
helpline. Our helpline is answered by trained counsellors and
offers 24/7 advice and support to our staff on issues such as
family, relationship, debt, work, lifestyle addictions and legal
matters. Our on-going, bi-monthly campaign to raise awareness
and promote understanding amongst employees is growing,
with interactive fundraising activities such as Cake Bake Sales,
sponsored events such as our London to Paris bike ride, and
Office Olympics taking place across the company.
Here are some practical tips to help managers working in
FM recognise possible mental health problems, promote
understanding and support their colleagues:
 Follow guidance and share information and resources that
are freely available, from sources like the Government, Mental
Health Foundation, Mind and Time to Change
 Run regular interactive team talks to promote awareness and
understanding through the use of freely available resources,
such as short films available from Mind and Time to Change
 Partner with an organisation like Mind to help steer the agenda
for your organisation
 Treat mental health awareness as seriously as health and safety
messaging and awareness
 Provide good working conditions and ensure managers are not
afraid to speak up and ask their colleagues how they are doing

THE FM CONSULTANT’S VIEW
ANNE LENNOX-MARTIN MSC CBIFM FBIFM FRICS
MANAGING DIRECTOR, FMP360
In 1988, I had a complete nervous breakdown which came out of
nowhere and meant a stay in a mental hospital for four weeks;
a seven-month period off work completely, and a further five
months on a phased return to work. The causes were not work
related but could have put an end to my career and possibly my
life, as I became suicidal in the early stages of recovery. It was
only the support of my employers at the Hospital where I worked
that supported and enabled me to work through it and contribute
20
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six years restructuring their
FM service.
Not surprising then, that I
care deeply about supporting
the one in four people who
will be touched by mental
illness in their lifetime. That’s
a lot of staff and happens
at every level. Sadly, it is
frequently work related and
FM can be a stressful job.
So, as an industry what
should we be doing?

Anne
Lennox-Martin

 Educate yourself and others: There are many good training
courses available for awareness and mental health first
aid. Make yourself familiar with the HSE guidance on the
subject. http://www.hse.gov.uk/stress/furtheradvice/
stressandmentalhealth.htm
 Changes in behaviour: Look out for any changes in behaviour –
poor performance, coming in late, or irritability.
 Review sickness reporting procedures: Many companies
still insist that employees ring in to their line manager on the
first day of absence. Being able to use e-mail or text relieves
pressure at a difficult time.
 Check reasons for absence: Many physical symptoms and
illnesses can be caused or related to stress e.g. heart, digestive
and back issues. Investigate whether support is needed.
 Offer counselling for any traumatic happening in the
workplace: This should be part of your duty of care for your
employees.
 Empower staff and give them choice and control where
possible: Research shows that people are less prone to
workplace stress if they have a level of autonomy in their jobs.
 Ensure staff can talk to people in the business other than their
line manager: Sometimes it can be difficult to admit you are
having difficulties with someone who has direct control over
your work load.
The most important thing is to recognise the difference
between compassion and collusion. Occasionally people use
stress as a reason to use their sickness absence as time off and
can put additional pressure on others in their team. This is still
symptomatic that something is wrong as people who enjoy their
work most of the time don’t do this, however it needs to be dealt
with quickly and firmly.
However, in most cases, staff will be upset and concerned about
what is happening to them and will need support from their GP
and from you. “Kindness is a language the blind can see and the
deaf can hear”, (Mark Twain). Making time to talk when someone
is deemed able to return to work or when you first notice
potential signs is critical to a full recovery.
Recognise that mental health includes serious life threatening
conditions and minor chronic conditions which need to be
managed by the individual affected as a part of life! 

Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email: sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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SPONSORED FEATURE

Compliance and safety at the centre of FM
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M

ore and more FM companies and duty
holders want to take their business
beyond ‘just’ compliance. By finding new ways
to continually improve their processes and
systems, facilities managers are futureproofing
their companies and ensuring that their facility
is continually compliant with the stringent
legislation in place.

EXPERTISE AND INNOVATION
Working with over 200 FM companies across the
UK, SOCOTEC, formerly ESG, has a wide range of
services intended to support FMs in providing a safe
and efficient working environment. With expertise
in the areas of Health, Safety and Welfare, as well
as Environmental Safety, SOCOTEC’s advice, risk
assessments and compliance audits can help
to ensure all relevant statutory and voluntary
regulations are met.
To further assist organisations in fulfilling
their legal obligations and achieve best practice,
SOCOTEC’s digital Environmental Health and
Safety management system – MiPortal - provides
a comprehensive and independent solution for
corporate compliance. The system delivers real-time
information, from reports and results to tasks and
actions, helping to manage risk, maintain business
continuity and drive continuous improvement.

MANAGING ASBESTOS
In the UK, an estimated 1.5 million buildings contain
asbestos. Under Regulation 4 ‘The Duty to Manage’
of Control of Asbestos Regulations (CAR) 2012, all
commercial buildings should have a record of known
or presumed asbestos containing materials and a
plan for how those materials are to be managed.

To determine whether asbestos is present, a
management survey will assess all accessible surface
materials, as well as ceiling voids and risers. This is
non-destructive and usually associated with day to
day building occupation and general maintenance
tasks. If intrusive works are planned, an asbestos
refurbishment survey or demolition survey will also
be required.
Once a register of asbestos containing materials
and management plan has been produced, the duty
holder is then required to complete tasks such as;
coordinating the regular re-inspection of asbestos
materials, managing the delivery of training courses
across the business, updating policy and procedures,
liaison with asbestos consultants and removal
organisations, and auditing internal and external
processes.
As the leading provider of asbestos management
and consultancy SOCOTEC can support site
managers in asbestos management, refurbishment
and demolition surveys, as well as asbestos
inspections and asbestos sampling to ensure
compliance and safety within the facility.

SAFE AND EFFICIENT WATER SYSTEMS
With the rising cost of water and the high price
of energy, increased pressure has been placed
on responsible managers to re-think how these
resources are used. In order to streamline costs, more
and more facilities and production managers are
exploring ways to reduce the energy consumption in
their buildings.
While resource efficiency can cut operational costs
and reduce an organisation’s overall environmental
impact, facilities managers must prioritise the
effective disinfection of water systems to prevent
the health risks that can arise from the bacterial
contamination of water.
Traditionally, biocidal products are used to
disinfect water systems – such as chlorine, bromine
or chlorine dioxide. While effective in eliminating
biological contamination, they can also negatively
impact on water quality if they find their way out of
the system loop. In particular, high chlorine levels can
cause the formation of carcinogens which, if ingested
over time, can lead to health problems in people
and wildlife. As a result, facilities and engineering
managers are looking for alternative approaches
to water treatment that minimise environmental
impact.

CLEANER TECHNOLOGIES
One treatment method that allows safe recirculation
of water in their systems is the use of ozone as a

disinfection agent.
An allotrope of oxygen containing three atoms
bound together, ozone produces an extremely
powerful biocide that is capable of eliminating
bacteria, viruses, algae and microbial cysts when
dissolved in water. As a result, water can be
reclaimed as part of a closed water system and used
repeatedly. This reduces reliance on external water
supplies and increases resource efficiency, without
the harmful chemical-by products as Ozone naturally
breaks down into oxygen once contaminants have
been removed.

BECOMING MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT
To inhibit bacterial growth and minimise the health
risk to building occupants, hot water systems in
commercial premises are commonly kept at 60°C
or above, as recommended by the Approved Code
of Practice for Legionella management (ACoP L8
and Technical Guidance HSG274). While effective,
keeping water systems hot can account for as much
as half of a business’s energy expenditure.
However, new approaches to water treatment,
such as the electrolytic disinfection (ED) method,
can effectively disinfect hot water systems while
safely reducing the water temperature from 60°C
to 45°C. Further to this, ED does not require added
disinfectants, therefore removing the risk of toxic
chemical levels entering the wider water supply
chain.
To treat the water, ED technologies use a small,
direct electrical current – a process known as
electrolysis. This current generates biocides from
the ions naturally present in the water, which then
kill any pathogens present and provide a residual
disinfection effect that inhibits microbial growth.
As a result, bacterial levels can be reduced by up to
99 per cent, according to a recent scientific study at
a healthcare facility where a hot water system was
fitted with SOCOTEC’s ED technology, Protex!.

THE KEY TO A CLEANER WATER SUPPLY
While the financial incentives of resource efficiency
are clear, resource efficiency must always sit hand
in hand with the highest possible standards of
hygiene to safeguard the health of building users.
By exploring new water
treatment technologies,
it is possible to both
satisfy the requirements
of health and safety
legislation and create a
more sustainable built
environment.
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VALUABLE

LESSON

Tony Raikes, Managing Director of VINCI Facilities, is feeling positive about the FM sector – and the reason, he
tells Sara Bean, is because VINCI clients understand its value proposition

I

t’s been a difficult year for some of the bigname support services and construction
companies, with the likes of Mitie, Carillion
and Interserve all posting profit warnings.
By contrast, some support services suppliers
have thrived. VINCI, the parent group of VINCI
Facilities, reports that revenue was up 5.1 per
cent to €18.5 billion for the first half of the year,
and it has forecasted higher revenue and earnings
in 2017. Within VINCI Facilities, margins have
increased year-on-year over the last four years.
22
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According to Tony Raikes, MD of VINCI Facilities,
whether his business shrinks or grows is immaterial:
“One of the fundamentals about me and my
business compared to my competitors is that
I’m under no pressure to grow; my boss couldn’t
care less if I shrink 10 per cent or grow 10 per cent
because it’s all about the bottom line. I don’t have
to go chasing work or chasing clients as there
are enough clients out there who will treat the
contractor fairly and who understand the value
proposition.”

In a sector where the oft cited ‘race to the bottom’
to win contracts is said to stifle innovation and
threaten to lead to the commoditisation of facilities
management, this is a rather liberating position for
a managing director. For Raikes it means that VINCI
Facilities is in the enviable position of being able
to compete for contracts based on the quality of
service, rather than offering the lowest price.
“Mitie, Carillion and Interserve have been
aggressive competitors over a number of years and
we have always taken the view that their strategies
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are not sustainable,” he says. “I can cite
various instances where they have been
significantly below us or the market. It’s very
difficult to deliver a service when you are
25 per cent cheaper than the marketplace –
particularly in FM, where the majority of the
cost is people.”
Raikes knows all about tight margins as
he came into FM from the construction
side, where margins were “pretty low
consistently”. He had worked in the
construction sector in the UK, China and
Africa, and on returning to the UK decided
he wanted a change. He joined Taylor
Woodrow Facilities Management (which
later became VINCI Facilities) in 2001 on the
BT Cellnet contract. He steadily worked his
way up through the ranks, and with VINCI’s
acquisition of TW FM, was appointed MD of
VINCI Facilities in 2009.
He explains: “VINCI’s culture is very
similar to Taylor Woodrow, which is about
understanding your customer, doing a
good job for them and taking the longterm view. When we set up the business in
2009 we took a bet there would be enough
customers to appreciate what we do, and
that those we want to would remain with us
as long as possible.”

CASE STUDY

CUSTOMER CULTURE
Around 60 per cent of the VINCI client base
is in the public sector, the rest within the
private sector. However, explains Raikes,
it’s the culture not the sector that defines
relationships. Within the public sector,
VINCI has won a number of contracts
based on value and not price. This speaks
volumes for the depth of understanding
between the company and its clients, such
as the £7 million contract with The Royal
Parks, covering 11 parks across London,
including Hyde Park, Kensington Gardens
and Richmond Park. VINCI has also built
a positive relationship with the Welsh
Government, reflected in the renewal and
expansion of its FM service contract.
Says Raikes: “We also work with a number
of retailers, so it’s not a vertical market
thing; it’s all about customer culture and
the individuals within those cultures. For
example, we have worked continuously
with Dixons for 11 and a half years, and
earlier this year commenced another
three-year contract. As a sector, retailers are
aggressive, have very short-term memories
and are tricky to work with, which is why
you can put retail in the category of client
base where it is very difficult to demonstrate
value for money.
“Yet [with Dixons] we’ve found a retailer
who absolutely understands value for
money, they’re aggressive in the fact that
they’ll go out to market and keep testing,
and are an intelligent client because they
understand what value is.”
Raikes believes that FM isn’t just about
managing an office environment. With
VINCI’s portfolio of clients ranging from
commercial offices to managing more
unusual facilities, such as Canal and River
Trust properties (featured in the May issue),
he disagrees with the suggestion made in
The Stoddart Review that perhaps facilities
managers could be rebranded as workplace
managers.
“Offices, retail, schools and hospitals are
all workplaces, but the majority of people
are not workers. If one of the problems
NOVEMBER 2017
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[for FM] is that we’ve struggled with the
recognition of FM as an industry, it’s not
helpful to rip it up and start again. Why
rebrand and rebadge the industry? The
office workplace is a very narrow segment
from a whole range of sectors, so changing
now would only go to dilute that message.”
He argues that FM just needs to continue
to do what it does well, and over time the
sector will get more and more recognition.
He also believes there’s an increasing
number of clients that understand the value
that FM can bring, and that in the longer
term that value will only be enhanced
because of a growing ability to help clients
get more out of their facilities – whether it’s
improved productivity in the workplace,
better patient care in healthcare, or
enhanced retail experience.

DIGITAL FUTURE
Raikes agrees with the growing acceptance
among those in the sector of the role of
technology and the digital agenda, from
the way FM interrogates data to how social
media can help to measure performance.
“How we collect data and how we combine
that from different sources will enable us
to make better decisions, or give better
business cases to our clients to do things
in a different way,” he says. “We are
custodians of a lot of built-in environment
data, but if we become the custodians of
employee or user satisfaction data and start
combining those two things, we’ll enhance
management information.”
One of the innovations VINCI is working
on is creating a platform called MYMI,
which draws information from a range
of systems to produce a platform for the
client who then has access to a complete
picture of their entire portfolio. Raikes also
predicts that as social media becomes more
prevalent, user groups will use their voices
via social media to give FMs vital feedback,
which they can present back to a building
owner to say ‘if you apply this you will get
better outcomes’. “All this means we’re in an
expanding role where customers are more
understanding of the value of their asset
and how to sweat that asset,” he says.
The societal impact of FM has grown in
importance over the past few years, and
RICS has reflected this in its latest set of
strategic FM case studies, which focus on
the many ways facilities management
can contribute to communities. VINCI is
featured for its work with stakeholders to
improve the learning and employment
skills of young people in east London which
developed from ‘Reading from the start’ – a
joint programme with the Peabody Group
to help tackle the issue of illiteracy and
poor educational support in three London
24
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boroughs.
Explains Raikes: “We created our business
strategy seven years ago, which are all
aligned to a common purpose. Yes, we want
to make some money and the way to do
that is to deliver a great client service for
which we need great people. To have great
people we need to attract and retain great
people, and so we have to do a number
of things. With a social project such
as the Peabody, we are not only
helping people but creating
an environment where
people are proud to
work for us. These are
not discrete activities
– we try and create
an environment
where our teams
carry out societal
work in the areas or
regions in which they
are working.”

about this? Because not everyone who is
good at their job is white, middle-aged and
bald like me. If we are open for business for
every person from every walk of life, we’ll
have the biggest, deepest talent pool to pick
from.”
He’s also passionate about addressing
mental ill-health in the workplace, and
this year’s VINCI Facilities health and
safety week will concentrate on
the health aspects of the term.
“We want people to feel OK
about discussing mental
health to help take the
stigma away. It really
shouldn’t be a problem
in an organisation for
people to talk about
mental health. One
of our senior team
is going through a
gender transition, and
I hope their experience
will convince anyone
within the business to be
themselves in whatever form
that might be.”
VINCI is also working hard to
ensure it is spending as much money
on developing its people as on paying the
Apprenticeship Levy, with the consequences
being that “I’ll have better trained, better
developed people in one, two or three years’
time. Brilliant.”
He concludes: “Over the years VINCI has
got better and more robust, with a cadre of
people who have been with us for a while.
We’ve also brought people in at senior or
middle management level who bring in
expertise, which is all helping us build a
strong team for the future.”

“We are custodians of a lot
of built-in environment data, but
if we become the custodians of
employee or user satisfaction data
and start combining those two
things, we’ll enhance
management information.”

DIVERSITY AGENDA
Raikes also feels strongly
about increasing diversity within
the business, and led VINCI Facilities’
fairness, inclusion and respect agenda back
in 2009 to pursue investing in diversity as an
accreditation. A couple of years ago it was
decided to move to the next level and take
a more consistent view across the whole
business. After putting 70 senior VINCI
people through a course lasting about 15
months, the firm earned an accreditation for
Leaders in Diversity (LiD).
Says Raikes: “Understanding diversity is
such an important issue, from a moral and
business sense. Why am I so passionate
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IM (building information modelling) has been hailed as the future
of building design, construction and management. As the weight
behind that view continues to grow, it’s clear that BIM offers many
opportunities for the UK FM industry, with the prospect of new sources
of improved data for the management of buildings and services.
With BIM already embraced by the design and construction
communities, the challenge for facilities managers is leveraging the
possibilities this technology offers. By taking a leading role
in the emergence and deployment of BIM systems,
FMs can streamline the move from construction
to live operation and dramatically improve the
day-to-day management of their facilities.
BIM is a way of designing, constructing,
running and maintaining a building as
a collaborative process using a single
coherent and up-to-date system of
computer models, rather than multiple
sets of differing tools and documents.
It provides a rich, 3D experience which
includes digital simulations and rehearsals
of all stages of the design, build and operate
process. It also promotes collaborative
working, allowing digital management and
sharing of information by all partners.
Fundamentally, the power of BIM lies in the ready
availability of information, enabling better informed
decision-making, greater clarity, improved communication and,
overall, better business outcomes.
The value of BIM has been slower to spread through facilities
management than other built environment disciplines. There are two
main reasons for this. Firstly, some FMs feel that BIM is simply not relevant
to them. Yet the data stored within BIM system files includes schedules
and drawings as well as asset information such as cost, location, service

life, carbon impact, maintenance, spares, re-ordering, substitution,
serial numbers, warranty details and more. All this is on the must-have
knowledge list of most FMs. Secondly, some FMs worry that the process of
implementing BIM data may be very time and labour intensive, or requires
detailed knowledge of CAD software and 3D modelling in order to make
use of the information. Both are untrue.
The good news is that the positive message is spreading. This
was confirmed recently in a BIFM survey developed in
partnership with Liverpool John Moores University
and the Zurich University of Applied Sciences. The
survey questioned FM professionals on their
awareness of BIM, its potential impact on the
FM sector, and the benefits and challenges
it presents.
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Key findings included:
 Eighty-three per cent of respondents
believe BIM will help support the delivery
of facilities management, with the same
number indicating it is already having an
impact, or will do, in the next five years

 Eighty-three per cent agreed or strongly agreed
that BIM has the potential to deliver significant
added value to FM
 Eighty-one per cent agreed or strongly agreed that BIM may
offer companies that adopt and use it an advantage over those that
do not.
There were some lingering concerns. Many participants were sceptical
about the readiness of the FM industry as a whole to embrace and
deploy BIM, but the vast majority (over 90 per cent) agreed that more
familiarisation with the technology and its application would remedy this.
NOVEMBER 2017
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PUTTING BIM TO WORK
There is no doubt that when used effectively, BIM allows
organisations to streamline building management, improve
carbon performance and derive cost savings in the longer
term, through the use of open, shareable asset information.
While standards such as COBie (Construction Operations
Building Information Exchange) provide a standard for
formatting BIM data, they do not specify what information
should be collected. To fully leverage the potential of BIM, it
is essential that key considerations are addressed from the
outset.
First, establish what data is required from the BIM model
at each phase of a building’s lifecycle. For example, geometry
information, essential for architects during the design
phase, may be of lesser concern once a facility is operational.
Facilities managers will require accurate asset data (such as
serial numbers and equipment attributes) if they are to rely on

FM IS BUILT ON DATA
There are numerous reasons for FM
professionals, both client and supply side,
to use BIM to increase their operational
efficiency, reduce costs and generate more
useful data. BIM and CAFM software are
natural allies in this and together become
even more powerful tools.
Integrating BIM with existing FM software
systems is the holy grail in terms of better
quality, standardised data and improved
reporting. Integrated systems enable FMs
to make more informed decisions though the
whole lifecycle of the facility around areas
such as space use, floor planning, equipment
and asset maintenance, energy consumption
and cost efficiencies. Integration means
more valuable operational FM information,
as well as more reliable data to report to the
board.
An integrated BIM and CAFM system
creates one version of the truth when
the BIM data is updated with additions,
amendments and deletions from the FM
software system. And by having accurate,
up-to-date and complete data ready when
the building is handed over to the facilities
and maintenance team, the cost of the
traditional data capture from design and
construction information to FM data is
significantly reduced.
It’s been a little over a year since the
implementation of the BIM mandate by
the UK government for centrally procured
projects as a way to reduce capital costs
by 20 per cent, as well as providing
increased efficiency and collaboration in
the construction industry. In that context
specifically, and across the wider built
environment industry generally, there
is an extensive bank of implementation
experience, including, among many others,
Durham Cathedral, Crossrail and Sydney
Opera House.
This growing track record is making the
28
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benefits of BIM deployment eminently
clear. BIM can provide cost savings at
both delivery and operational stages by
helping organisations strip waste from
their processes. They can virtually build
the facility as many times as necessary
to create the perfect model – which also
provides cost certainty. Improved efficiency
and faster project delivery follows when
all parties work together collaboratively,
avoiding mistakes, discrepancies and
duplicate work.
Other benefits include reduced risk; for
example, BIM can be used to analyse and
predict crowd behaviour, enabling designs to
be optimised for public safety. Projects can
be visualised at an early stage, giving owners
and operators a clear idea of design intent
and allowing them to modify the design
to achieve the outcomes they want. This
results in increased client satisfaction as the
client receives a building that matches their
expectations and needs.
Finally, BIM allows the professional FM to
get involved at the design stage and have a
real impact on the building outcome. This
both improves the outcome and raises the
profile of the FM function.

BIM data to support ongoing maintenance management.
Agree who is responsible for providing and collecting data
during the design and construction phase – is it the architect,
contractor or a specialist BIM consultant? If specialist
contractors are employed on a project (for example, electrical
or plumbing professionals), they may have clearer insight into
the components used within the building. Capturing correct
equipment data at the outset will aid maintenance planning in
the long term.
It is also vital to ensure that the BIM model accurately
    
     
due to cost constraints or updated client requirements.
      
have been built into the building fabric – for example, electric
    !     
 "!#    
managers during live building operation is vastly diminished.
Integrating BIM with CAFM software provides an accurate
source of equipment and building data, dramatically reducing
the time taken to build an asset register and streamlining the
move from construction to operation. It ensures that there
is one version of the truth, allowing FMs to take informed
decisions about space use, asset maintenance, energy
      $ 

ARE YOU READY?

lifecycle of a facility. Using space management software,

There is no doubt that BIM is the future. This
is where the built environment industry
collectively is headed.
Facilities teams often struggle to get
the reliable, up-to-date building and asset
data they need to produce the reports
required for organisational management.
By leveraging the reporting capabilities
inherent in BIM, and coupling this with the
power of FM software, information is stored
in one place, making timely, accurate and
in-depth reporting far easier – while at the
same time raising the profile of facilities
management.

maintenance engineers can view a 3D visualisation of the
asset and its location, together with all service history and
        
repeat visits and improving response times.
Finally, set a guideline for applying BIM across multiple
%*  + $ 
team from the outset ensures that architects and contractors
are fully informed about their obligations when populating
the BIM model. This also ensures rapid and straightforward
integration with CAFM software on all future projects,
supporting effective long-term facilities management.
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VILLAGE PEOPLE
As organisations compete for talent, FMs need to work towards inclusive workspaces
catering for diverse age groups, personalities and cultures. Leeson Medhurst, Director
of 360 Workplace, explains

I

n the battle to attract talent, the role of
the workplace is becoming more essential.
Providing a working environment that facilitates
individual ways of working, and gives employees
a sense of belonging, is becoming as useful a tool
for talent attraction as salary and traditional
benefits packages. However, when it comes to
workplace design, it can be very easy to build an
environment that facilities managers feel best
suits the business rather than individual people.
30
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Today’s workplace is heterogeneous, comprising
people of different ages from multiple generations.
Some workplaces have an employee age gap of
nearly 50 years between the oldest and youngest
employees, accommodating a broad range of
perspectives, needs, and attitudes towards work.
While baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964)
are still promoting a collaborative, hard work ethic,
Generation X (1946-1964) want more independent
working environments. Contrast this with the

multitasking, technology-obsessed Generation
Y (1982-2000), and the responsible virtues of
Generation Z who will enter the workplace in 2020,
and designing the right environment for all can be
a minefield.
Too often facilities managers will design a
workspace for the most common generation in the
workforce. While this may seem effective, a focus on
baby boomers could prove detrimental when trying
to attract new talent as the workforce reaches
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WORKING GROUPS
Anchors are people who like to have a
dedicated desk space and are used to the
traditional nine to five office routine. They
are often people whose job it is to facilitate
information, and like to gather towards
the same space and people every day. In
many cases, they are from the baby boom
generation.
Internal nomad gatherers also like to
have their own dedicated desk space,
but are rarely found there. Instead, they
arrive at their desk first thing, answer
a few emails and are then pulled into
multiple meetings, development sessions
and other responsibilities for which desk
space is unimportant. From a real estate
perspective, their dedicated space is
unnecessary, but does give them a sense of
belonging.
External nomads are people, particularly
those from Generation Y, who are much
happier working remotely. They are also
known as connectors, likely to spend 50 per
cent of their time in an office environment,
and the other 50 per cent working in the
field. They may be sales or marketing
personnel and do not require their own
dedicated office space. They are often
happy to work from anywhere as long as
they have a phone and a laptop.
Finally, ambassadors are rarely seen in
an office environment. They favour flexitime, are fiercely independent and often
only seen in the office when they are due
to attend an important meeting, or event.
Their office is their home, their car, or their
local coffee shop.
In order to accommodate all these
different personas in a workplace design,
it pays to liken the workplace to a
small village. Small villages
evolve over time to
accommodate lots of

FOCUS

different people from different backgrounds
and generations. First, it is important to
create neighbourhoods where anchors can
congregate; after all, the communal kettle,
the water cooler queue and the kitchen are
often the only spaces anchors visit outside
of their designated desk space. In villages,
these anchor points are often the post
office, bakeries and small shopping stores.
Therefore, placing emphasis on a wellthought-out kitchen design and positioning
of the stationery cupboard can help to
create small office neighbourhoods.
You then need to create peripheral
areas outside these anchor points to
accommodate the nomads. These people
are often on the move and can settle and
work from anywhere. In a village, the local
coffee shop, a public house and libraries
often provide free wi-fi facilities to cater for
nomads. Within the office environment,
creating dedicated coffee and dining
areas can provide these peripheral remote
working places within the same building.
Furthermore, these spaces may also begin
to attract anchors over time, helping to
change their own personal working culture.

BREAKING DOWN BOUNDARIES
When building the ideal office village,
thought should be given to breaking
down traditional boundaries within the
workspace, to encourage collaboration and
co-working. In many office environments,
invisible walls exist between neighbouring
spaces. For example, sales and marketing
may sit and work in the same space, but
how often do they collaborate and work
together? By taking the village approach, it
is possible to create blended environments,
where all employees feel welcome and
included.
Take Fourfront Group’s London Bridge

When building the ideal
 #
should be given to breaking
down traditional boundaries
within the workspace.”

retirement
age. Yet too
much focus on
Generations Y
and Z can result in a
workforce that lacks the
experience of Generation
X. To accommodate a variety
of different generations in a commercial
office refit project, it’s important to
understand the values and preferences of
each generation and create a design that
strikes a middle ground. We believe that
most businesses can divide their teams up
into four categories, which inform future
office design.
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office as an example. A workplace strategy
process found that the organisation is
highly fluid, requiring only a nominal
number of anchored desk positions. The
design needed to support flexible working
and meeting opportunities to encourage a
transient style of working.
Fourfront Group’s office location is
positioned across one floorplate and
provides an open-plan, agile environment,
which encourages users to socialise and
learn from each other. The office can
accommodate 165 people at any one time,
and consists of collaborative, concentrative,
and communicative zones. The playful
environment facilitates productivity and
is 95 per cent agile, offering a range of
working platforms to suit staff and clients
alike.
Of course, there is one major barrier to
designing a workplace that accommodates
all cultures – the rising cost of real estate.
For example, the average cost for desk
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space in London is constantly on the rise, so
facilities managers need to start designing
flexible, multi-use workspaces.
For example, something that is
increasingly becoming a common feature of
commercial fit-outs is the need for a prayer
room. This is always challenging, because
the room has to point the right way,
have all the right washing facilities, and
space to accommodate different religious
requirements. Many FMs struggle to see
the value of having one room designed
for a small proportion of the workforce,
even when they realise how important
such a room is for some employees. One
solution is to design a prayer room which
can be used for additional purposes. For
example, having a flexible and versatile
interior means that a prayer room can be
transformed quickly into a mother and
baby unit, or a welfare room for people who
feel unwell and need a different space to
work from.

CULTURE CHANGE
Space optimisation can go a long way
towards creating the right environment
for employees. Camelot, the UK’s national
lottery operator, recently decided to
update its existing interior. Following a
full workplace appraisal, it was found that
staff were opting to work away from their
desks and seeking alternative meeting
spaces. The low desk use and meeting
room utilisation signalled that Camelot’s
500 employees could consolidate into
two of the three buildings they occupied.
Further staff surveys and senior leadership
interviews concurred that a range of
different working solutions was required
to break down team silos and encourage
collaboration, while providing for quieter
spaces.
This cultural change was supported
through intelligent workplace design and
an informed furniture selection. The main
tea point and service hubs were relocated
to the core of each floor, providing
central areas for people to come together.
Dispersing from the core, teams have been
staggered outwards with groups requiring
higher levels of concentration positioned
on the perimeter where closed meeting
rooms and formal workspaces are located.
When managing costs and different
employee requirements, it is important that
commercial offices are refit with flexibility
and collaboration in mind. This is why it
is important to work with a consultant
that can deliver an insightful workplace
strategy that seeks, follows, and creates a
continuous evolution and working culture.
As the modern workforce continues
to become more diverse, successful
businesses need the working environment
to reflect this.

Who cares that
the average
roof drainage
system handles
518,798.53 litres
of rain every
winter?

We do. Which is why we are trusted with the roof and gutter maintenance contracts
for some of the UK’s most prestigious buildings and companies from Oxford University
and Glenmorangie, to VINCI Facilities and CBRE. So when Autumn brings the rain, you can
relax with TGM knowing you’re in good company, safe from water ingress and ﬂooding.
Get in touch on 01609 783303 or email enquiry@tgm.co.uk and leave it to us.
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Industry best practice may not be enough to prevent costly corrosion in HVAC
systems, argues Steven Booth, Associate Director at Guardian Water Treatment

C

orrosion is a serious issue when it comes to HVAC
systems, causing breakdown and inefficiencies and
adversely affecting water quality. How a water system is
specified, designed and constructed has a big impact on
the future likelihood of developing corrosion, and it’s a
good idea for the FM to be involved at the planning stage
if possible. Correct construction and pre-commission
cleaning are the vital first steps – a ‘fit and forget’
mentality will cost more in the long term.
Pipe material is an important factor. Low temperature hot
water (LTHW) and chilled water systems are sometimes made
from stainless steel as it is corrosion resistant. However, the
components that fit the system together are usually made
from copper, brass or mild steel, which are not corrosion
resistant and are therefore a potential focus of degradation.
Regardless of pipe material, it’s important to continually
monitor the conditions that cause corrosion (especially
dissolved oxygen). This opens up more options. So long as
dissolved oxygen is minimised, for example, lightweight and
lower-cost carbon steel is a perfectly good choice.
Bacteria can also be a contributing factor in causing
corrosion, so a water system should be designed to avoid
areas where water can stagnate. Dead legs, which are often
included to allow for ‘future connections’, are an example.
Plans should be checked for any potentially problematic
areas further down the line.
Pre-commission cleaning is vital to ensure that when a
water system is handed over to the FM team, it starts life in
the best possible shape, with debris and bacteria flushed
away. There’s a risk that over-flushing of water and chemicals
at this stage could cause pitting in the pipework, potentially

shortening its usable life, so flushing should be kept to a
minimum to reduce system aeration.
The innovative Hydrosphere solution reduces the volume
of water used during pre-commission cleaning without
compromising the effectiveness of the process. Given that
half the water used in constructing a building is generally
consumed during pre-commission cleaning, this is good news
for sustainability.
Remote and continuous monitoring of system parameters
should also begin at this stage, to ensure any potential
issues are flagged up early. BSRIA best practice guidelines
focus on sampling and laboratory analysis, but this is open
to interpretation and may prove to be too little, too late.
Round the clock, real-time monitoring of important system
parameters such as dissolved oxygen, pressure, conductivity
and corrosion rates will provide a more accurate picture.

MANAGING CHANGE
The integration of zones within a system can cause a lot of
problems. This can occur at the fit-out stage, or when changes
take place further down the line. FMs need to protect their
main systems and ensure that fit-out or refurb projects follow
the protocols as advised in BG29. Even if these guidelines
are followed to the letter, however, issues with water loss
and oxygen ingress can cause disruption to base build water
quality, leaving the FM to pick up the bill.
Monitoring is key during these periods of disruption, to
identify issues with the system before the FM is left to deal
with them. Too often the fit-out programme takes precedence
over the quality of the water system left behind. According
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investigation and legal charges exceeding £1 million.”
to BG50, frequent monitoring is desirable
for the first six months of operation of
any new system, and immediately after
any significant system changes, such as
the replacement or addition of plant or
terminal units.
Following handover, monitoring should
not stop. The key identifiers of corrosive
conditions are oxygen and microbial
growth, which can lead to microbial
influenced corrosion (MIC). Using the
Hevasure system, a range of parameters
can be checked, including pressure,
corrosion, inhibitor and pH levels. Not
only will this identify corrosive conditions
and potential leaks before they become
big issues, it puts the power back into the
hands of FMs. Consultants become largely
redundant when you can see for yourself
the condition of your water system.
By having a full understanding of system
conditions, problems can be dealt with
rather than covered up (which may also
lead to savings). Overuse of inhibitors is
a common reaction to dealing with high
36
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oxygen levels. A better approach is to find
the root cause and solve it – chemicals
should be considered as a secondary line of
defence, not a solution.
When maintenance does take place, care
must be taken to minimise the amount of
oxygen re-entering the system. Pressure
settings must be kept at the correct levels
– if they exceed pressure relief valve (PRV)
settings, this can lead to water loss, which
means more aerated water will need to be
added. Under-pressurisation will cause
air to be sucked in through air vents
and dissolved oxygen rising to dangerous
levels.
Recent high-profile cases of corrosion
have resulted in a total bill for system
replacement, collateral damage,
investigation and legal charges exceeding
£1 million. Taking steps to prevent
corrosion from the outset, and ensuring
monitoring is integral to water systems
management, will save money in the long
term, and may also result in more costeffective and sustainable working practices.

The downside of ducted HVAC systems is that
they provide potential conduits for heat and
smoke to spread should a fire break out in a
building. By its very nature, ducting presents
an open channel for air movement. That’s
why dampers exist and why they’re required
by building standards to ensure that, if a
fire does start, they shut either through the
action of the blaze itself (fusible link) or via
actuation linked to a fire alarm or smoke
detection system.
Unfortunately, while dampers generally
operate properly when they’re first
commissioned, records of their installation
can be lost over time. This means that a
few years down the line building owners
and FMs are left without a clear idea of
how many dampers are in their building
or where, exactly they can be found –
especially if the building has undergone any
structural alterations or changes of use, or
if FM responsibility has changed hands. It
doesn’t help that dampers are generally not
on display and are frequently difficult to
physically access.
Dampers, like any piece of life safety
equipment, need care and attention to make
sure they’re able to function in the way that’s
expected of them. RRO recommends hefty
fines and custodial sentences for not taking
fire safety maintenance seriously enough
– but how are FMs supposed to stay on top
of damper maintenance if they don’t know
where they are, how many there are, or what
state of repair they may be in? The only way
to remedy the situation is by carrying out a
costly survey.
This is why proper management of damper
data makes all the difference. Having an
organised system of maintenance logs and
scheduled reviews means HVAC systems
remain safe, reducing the need for surveys or
avoiding them altogether.
It might seem easier in the short term to
pay a maintenance contractor to check your
dampers, but there are long-term benefits
from using a specialist who understands
the unique challenges of fire safety service
and can properly log the status of your
dampers (with photographs). This will assist
compliance and yield significant long-term
savings.
Bob Gate is UK Business Development and
Marketing Manager at Brakel Airvent.
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OneSpace Link software handles all aspects of room booking
management from inside your Outlook calendar – giving you
complete control from anywhere via a desktop or tablet.
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Student accommodation has been widely criticised for poor design, including inadequate
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hen I was a student, shared halls of
residence kitchens were a weekly source
of fire alarm evacuations. Novice chefs with
much more skill than ambition, a cheese-based
repertoire and no concept of cooking times or
good catering hygiene, regularly turfed each other
out onto the lawn in their dressing gowns after
a late-night post-pub toasted snack burst into
flames.
Not much has changed in students’ culinary
abilities. And occasionally there are serious
consequences. Just last month, hundreds of students
were forced to flee a high-rise accommodation
block after a fire broke out at the Unite Students
Parkway Gate halls in Manchester at about 10.45pm.
Mercifully, no one was injured. And generally, this has
been the case for fires in student accommodation:
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the emergency precautions work well, but the fire
risk potential is still pretty high. Put young people,
booze and amateur cookery together and the
potential for catastrophe is there – all the more so if
the property management is poor.
Nottingham Student Lettings, a student
accommodation provider, received a suspended
prison sentence and fines and costs of close
to £200,000 after multiple fire safety breaches,
including inadequate means of escape, fire detection
equipment and emergency lighting. The potential
consequences do not bear thinking about.
In advance of the inquest into Grenfell, the
education sector is just one of a great many
accommodation providers that have been compelled
to look carefully at the structural and fire provisions
of their buildings. Each summer, universities and

colleges embark on an intense round of building
construction and refurbishment to get ready for
the October intake. So an added complication
this year has been the need to dismantle interior
and (especially) exterior building components to
see if there is a chance that the level of fire safety
performance is not up to spec.

BIG BUSINESS
Student digs are big business. An article in The
Guardian in May pointed to the fact that UK student
accommodation is an attractive investment
for property fund managers, worth £46 billion,
according to Knight Frank. This year was a busy
one. Despite concerns over Brexit reducing overseas
student numbers, £4.7 billion was spent on new
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students than would be allowed for dwellings (a
house or a flat would be C3).
It may be the case that some local authorities
interpret the Town and Country Planning (Use
Classes) Order 1987 as a guide to the quality of a
development. But it was certainly not intended
that way. The point of use classes is to ensure
the correct urban mix of property. The quality
standard of a development, for architects,
mainly resides with the building regulations,
not the planning use classes. And there is
no evidence to suggest approved student
accommodation is being constructed that does
not comply with those.
But after Grenfell, what we do have is a degree
of public distrust that the building regulations
are sufficiently tough. The concern is that an
initial design by an architect, approved by
Building Control, might be later modified by
the process of ‘value engineering’, thereby
sacrificing some elements of quality in order
to reduce cost. Value engineering has probably
saved a few construction projects where costs
were in danger of spiralling out of control. But
equally it is operating in a grey area where
choices may be made on the basis of cost on
the assumption that all other things are equal.
Where safety is concerned, and fire safety
in particular, that grey area is now
the focus of intense scrutiny.

ACOUSTIC
PERFORMANCE

developments. A follow-up in The Guardian’s
architecture section strongly suggested a
perceived mismatch between the value of
the investment and the quality of the digs.
The word it used for new accommodation
was ‘shoddy’.
Being an architecture blog, the
newspaper’s principal criticism was the
ugliness of the exterior. But worryingly,
from a safety point of view, the reason
for the quality gap between student
accommodation and other types of
residential development was put down to
the assignation of a use class of C1 or C2 by
local authorities (the same as a hotel or care
home). The implication is that less planning
rigour is being applied to developments for
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One location in particular that came in
for criticism was The Student Inn company.
“There’s one above a Primark in Coventry,
and I’ve been told how poor a standard
the rooms are, despite it being a very new
building,” said my son. He also pointed out
that the cost equation needs to factor in the
location of the university. Outside central
London and Manchester, private housing is
pretty affordable; private landlords offer a
competitive alternative to halls.
This puts things in an interesting light.
Halls of residence accommodation for most
students lasts just a year. Private landlord
accommodation is very common for second
and third year students. And there is little
or no regulation to ensure the same level
of quality, safety and performance across
every private landlord renting to students,
compared to halls. Our young freshers may
be at some risk in one of these high-rise
developments – but at potentially greater
risk still in a grotty bedsit the following year.
Consider also the way in which landlords
communicate (or not) guidance and advice
to young people about fire safety. A leaflet on
a noticeboard in a hallway somewhere might
tell you, for example, what Liberty Living
strongly recommends you know about
using chip pans. But you’ll find it
underneath the leaflet for a pub
crawl. The government’s own
online advice for students
regarding fires is now 10
years old. Fire safety starts
with educating people
about fire, and we’re not
doing that enough.
Lastly, it should be noted
that the choice to include
sprinklers is nothing to do
with use classes or we’d all
have one in our house. In fact, the
main difficulty for sprinklers is the
lack of trust in the technology, leading to a
misunderstanding: that one doesn’t want all
of one’s worldly possessions lost in a single
flooding event. Hence hotels, commercial
offices, hospitals and indeed some care
homes will have sprinklers; dwellings not so
much.
Arguably, if the use classes could have an
influence, it would be in requiring a C1 or
C2 classification to be sprinklered by law.
You’d soon find student digs being classed as
C3 after that. A Freedom of Information Act
request by The Independent found that of 70
high-rise student blocks in nine universities,
only one had sprinklers. If, as we expect,
the Grenfell public inquiry points strongly
to the efficacy of sprinkler systems, a great
many universities and colleges could be
cramming retrofit pipework as well as thick
fire retardant insulation into the walls, floors
and ceilings of student digs during those tiny
summer windows of opportunity.

Consider also the way
in which landlords
communicate (or not)
guidance and advice to
young people about
  ^

In order to get some
perspective on
this, I emailed my
son, currently an
undergraduate at
Nottingham University
and a former alumni of
Coventry. He concurred
about the ugliness of buildings,
such as those by Unite. But he and
his mates were far less bothered by that
than interior issues – principally the acoustic
performance, which in his experience has been
woeful. “The walls are extremely thin and don’t
block much sound.”
This is a valid issue if we expect young people
to enjoy all the well-appointed entertainment
facilities laid on at university, and carry out the
private study now required by courses. Building
Regulations Approved Document E on acoustic
performance is one of those regulations with
enough grey in it to practically see through.
Acoustic attenuation of 43dB (with not much
guidance around frequency response) is not
a hard target for a designer to hit. But you
can bet that the walls of a meeting room in a
government office, or the board room of a bank,
are plenty better than that. The thickness of a
wall is a very good yardstick of quality, insulation
(both energy and acoustic performance), and
often fire resistance as well. Thinner things burn
better, as any fire engineer will tell you.
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ust as changing workspaces reflect the
changing nature of organisations, receptions
are becoming more than a waiting area where a
smiling employee behind a desk tells you where
to go. As the public face of an organisation,
responsible for a visitor’s first impression,
today’s reception has to work harder to fulfil its
role.
First and foremost, it must be friendly, warm and
welcoming. “Reception or lobby spaces should be
overwhelmingly inviting and representative of the
building or the occupants, akin to walking into a
home. It needs to have character and warmth,” says
Pernille Stafford, Principal of Resonate Interiors.
Creating a good first impression is vital, agrees
Steve Bays, MD of office and contract furniture
supplier Century Office. “It is very important to
make the space open, clean and sleek,” he says.
“At the same time it’s imperative to ensure it is
multifunctional, comfortable and inviting, focusing
on office wellbeing, nice décor, furniture design and,
most importantly, ergonomics such as sit/stand
desks.”
Décor, furnishings, visual features, acoustics, even
smell all play their part. “It’s essential to consider
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acoustics – hollow-sounding lobbies are a thing of
the past,” says Stafford. “Generally, designers should
consider all the senses. Sound is very important,
music sets the tone and differs depending on the
company. A lawyer’s office will sound very different
from a high-tech IT business. Similarly, colours
and tones need to appeal to visitors. Smell is now
also being added as another layer to the sensory
experience, designed to reinforce the essence of the
space with evocative fragrances.”
Artwork is also important in setting the tone,
she says. “Although subjective, it showcases the
narrative detailing the occupants’ preferences and
represents the ethos of the business.
Jonathan Hindle, Group MD, EMEA, at furniture
manufacturer KI, notes that boundaries are blurring
between offices, living rooms, university campuses
and trendy hotels – which is impacting on reception
design. “Traditionally, domestic treatments offer a
great opportunity to enhance workspaces too,” he
says.
Reception areas are also becoming more
functional and interactive as they play a bigger role
in the life of the building. “It should be a space that
can be used for work, plug and play,” says Stafford.

“It is a communicative space that speaks volumes
about the business or the building. The successful
ones are vibrant spaces where people are happy to
chat and interact.” Bays goes further, noting that
traditional reception solutions are increasingly being
replaced with “less intimidating and more buzzy and
informal zones”, such as café and break-out areas.
However, none of this is to overlook the
importance of the personal touch. For Stafford,
elevating the quality of service to the standards of
a hotel concierge has been a major change over the
past few years, alongside the ability to check-in via
an iPad. “Digital sign-in is becoming more popular,
but the personal approach is what people really
want,” she says. “A welcoming smile goes a very long
way to make visitors and employees alike feel good
and relaxed about the reason for their visit.”
Going forward, Stafford expects to see growing
access to digital media and shared receptions for
larger buildings, allowing for a more comprehensive
service. The trend towards treating receptions as
part of the office space rather than a hived-off front
of house area will gain momentum, she believes,
creating a space that is more part of the community
of workers.
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“How to Stay Young? Get a Standing Desk!”
Using a Yo-Yo Desk® from Sit-Stand.Com helped
ex-policeman shed 13 YEARS off his body age in
BBC’s How to Stay Young experiment. It’s not just
youth: our desks aid active working to improve
productivity and general health too

muscles in your legs, back and feet. It improves your core
strength, boosts energy, motivation and creativity, and that
improves your mental health too. It reduces your blood
pressure and your risks of cardiovascular disease, diabetes
& certain cancers. Proof that the Yo-Yo Desk® is an instant
way to reduce the ageing effects of sitting all day long.

STAND UP FOR HEALTH & WELLBEING IN THE WORKPLACE

One of the biggest take-aways from the BBC show
How to Stay Young recently (BBC1, episode 3,
27/9/2017) was the importance of keeping moving
throughout your working day. The benefits of using a
Yo-Yo Desk® from Sit-Stand.Com® were clear.

Protecting the health of workers is a legal requirement,
and employees are increasingly demanding measures
that will keep them fit and healthy into later life. The
good news is, it doesn’t have to be costly - and active
working can bring valuable improvements in productivity &
staff retention. Sit-Stand.Com®, Europe’s No 1 supplier of
active working solutions, tells us how.

As presenter Dr Chris van Tulleken said: “If you want
to stay young, sitting less and standing more is one of
the easiest things you can do.”

Combating Sick Office Syndrome

He introduced obese ex-policeman Rich Jones to the
Yo-Yo Desk®, encouraged him to use it in 20-minute
blocks throughout the working day, and saw him lose
11 KILOS in body fat, drop 13 YEARS off his body
age, and increase his activity levels from 53 to 338
minutes a day.
“This national epidemic of sitting down is literally
killing us,” Dr Chris explained. “In standing up you
have to make little adjustments to your body the whole
time, your bones are bearing weight and it’s stressing
your body in a very positive way.”
Using the Yo-Yo Desk® from Sit-Stand.Com®, guinea pig
Chris increased his calorie burn by 120 per day or 30,000
calories a year: the equivalent of running 10 marathons.
But it’s not all about the calorie burn. A major benefit of using
a standing desk and alternating between sitting & standing
during your working day is that standing up activates

How often do people in your workplace complain of back pain,
aching shoulders, feelings of fatigue? Facilities managers are
increasingly recognising that so-called sick office syndrome is
among the most common causes of employee ill-health, and even if
it doesn’t lead to absenteeism, it has an undeniable effect on
morale, motivation and staff retention.
The great news is, it doesn’t have to challenge your budget. Provided
you select the right model, standing desks are among the easiest and
most cost-effective ways of bringing immediate improvements to your
workforce’s physical and mental health. Indeed, even Public Health
England now advises companies to incorporate sit-stand desks as a
priority health & wellbeing measure.

Public Health England Recommended
PHE chief executive Philip Selbie says, “We want to see every
business take a custom-made approach to employee health by looking
at what staff need. We encourage employers to create dynamic
environments, workplaces where people can be more active, move
more & change positions, with things like standing desks.”
Even if you are reluctant to bring in sit-stand desks for every
workstation, providing them for a small number of key workers
initially is a popular way of testing the water. Some workplaces lend
themselves better to small banks of adjustable ‘hotdesking’ areas.

OFFICIAL SUPPORTER

®

®

They enable employees to spend portions of their day working from
a standing position while giving them a break from their usual work
spot: perfect for going through documents, developing creative
projects or re-focusing after an intensive period of screenwork.

Affordable Solutions
If you’re looking to integrate adjustable desks into an existing office
set-up, the Yo-Yo Desk® range is probably your best option, offering
stylish, effective desk-risers in a variety of sizes that sit on top of
any workstation, keeping cost and disruption to a minimum.
®

Sit-Stand.Com provides standing desks to a massive and growing
variety of customers, from fashion brands to the defence industry,
from academic institutions to sporting organisations. The beauty of
the product range is that there is literally something for every need
and price point: treadmill desks, fully electric luxe options, double
desks, benches, desk risers and laptop stands.
Head of Business Development Rik Mistry says, “We have seen a
huge growth in interest for our products, with numerous repeat
orders. We pride ourselves on supplying the right adjustable desk for
every customer, with our affordable prices and variety of products
that see us in the forefront of the active working movement.”
®

The company is a major sponsor of the Active Working campaign
(activeworking.com) and official supplier to Get Britain Standing®
and On Your Feet Britain® (onyourfeetday.com), which both aim to
raise awareness of the so-called ‘sitting disease’, establish the
evidenced risks of sedentary behaviour, and promote ways to
increase incidental activity in the workplace.

The Benefits of Standing at Work







Kickstarts your metabolism
Improves blood circulation
Improves posture
Improves concentration
Aids breathing
Helps you sleep better








Increases calorie burn
Reduces blood pressure
Engages key muscle groups
Reduces stress
Boosts oxygen flow to brain
Builds core strength

Standing desks are an obvious way to do this, but other ways for all
managers to reduce sedentary working habits include encouraging
staff to have walking meetings, stand up when they take or make phone
calls, choose the stairs instead of using the lift, walking to talk to a
colleague in person rather than emailing, moving items such as
photocopiers and printers so employees have to walk to access them.

Education is Key
Don’t just introduce standing desks and expect staff to know how best
to use them. Standing too long can damage their health too. Swapping
regularly between a seated and standing position is the best way to
maximise the benefits for both employee and employer, and integrating
®
active standing solutions such as a low-cost anti-fatigue mat, Steppie
balance board or Muvman® Stool helps protect workers’ joints whether
they are sitting or standing.

The Sitting Disease: Why Traditional Office
Behaviour is Killing us
Office workers sit for 10 hours each day on average. Growing
international scientific evidence indicates excessive & prolonged
sitting can lead to increased risks of:






Heart disease
Mental health
Backache
Obesity






Type 2 diabetes
Certain cancers
Thrombosis
Muscle degeneration

In Scandinavia, 90% of office workers have a sit-stand desk. In
Denmark, if a job requires someone to be seated for more than two
hours a day at a desk, it must by law be a sit-stand desk.

WIGGLE IT
WAGGLE IT
JUST DON’T
SIT ON IT

27 April 2018

FREE to sign up & join 1 million office workers:
onyourfeet.org.uk
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EUROCELL MAKES LIFE EASIER WITH NEW
PVC-U HARDWARE RANGE

WPS WINS NEW PARKING SYSTEM CONTRACT AT
MIDDLESBROUGH SHOPPING CENTRE

Eurocell – the UK’s leading manufacturer,
distributor and recycler of PVC-U window,
door, conservatory and roofline products –
now offers one of the most comprehensive
ranges of PVC-U window and door
hardware products in the industry.
With over 3,000 hardware lines from
all the major brands available to order,
Eurocell has a solution for the clear
majority of repair and maintenance
projects. What’s more, realising the urgency
that prevails in the maintenance and
repair sector it offers same day dispatch
nationwide on orders placed before 15.00
hrs. A complete range of dual finish, snap
safe Euro cylinders will also be available
in Eurocell branches soon. Perfect for the majority of replacement or repair jobs.
For those really urgent repair jobs, the most popular brands of replacement
hardware, including multi-point lock centre cases are stocked in 175+ Eurocell
branches throughout the UK. This includes well-known names such as GU, Mila
and Yale Lockmaster.
The new Eurocell hardware range is showcased in a new 380-page, A5, fullcolour catalogue. The publication is divided into 15 key product groups, each
section colour-coded for ease of reference.
The full range is also available to order online from a dedicated new website –
eurocell-hardware.co.uk.

Sophisticated
ParkAdvance
parking technology
from WPS, one of
the UK’s leading
parking equipment
manufacturers,
is to be installed
at the Cleveland
Centre, a recently
refurbished shopping
centre complex in
Middlesbrough’s
town centre.
ParkAdvance is a pay-on-foot system which is ideally suited to shopping
centre environments where the customer experience is vital and reliability
and flexibility are key. It features a new IP-based operating system architecture
that enables the parking system to simply and directly connect with multiple
technologies being deployed in car parks both now and in the future.
Simon Jarvis, Managing Director of WPS in the UK, says that ParkAdvance
continues to prove a favourite among shopping centre visitors, owners and
management: “The reliability of the technology helps to enhance the customer
experience, as well as proving a safe, long-term investment for any potential
purchaser wishing to operate and manage single or multiple sites.”
Cleveland Centre is home to more than 60 stores and has over 600 car
parking spaces.

 www.eurocell.co.uk

 www.wpsparkingsolutions.com

 www.eurocell-hardware.co.uk

ALTRO CREATES HOME FROM HOME LOOK
FOR CARE HOME

NATIONWIDE WINDOW CLEANING ON
ACQUISITION TRAIL

Willowbrook Care Home in
Birmingham provides specialist
support for people with dementia
and mental health problems who
need personal care or nursing
care on a long-term basis. The
care home recently extended
the premises to create more
bedrooms and circulation areas
for residents. Altro floors were
used throughout the 2,000m2 new
build extension.
Altro Wood Safety was installed
in circulation areas, dayrooms
and bedrooms. Altro Pisces was
used in all ensuites and assisted
bathrooms. Altro Walkway 20 was
used in the laundry room.
Paul Willis, Willowbrook Care Home’s owner, selected the Altro products
after meeting with Altro and C&C Flooring, who provided guidance on
specifying for care homes, with particular focus on floors for residents with
dementia. Paul said: “We chose Altro Wood Safety, Altro Pisces and Altro
Walkway 20 to help provide a homely appearance with excellent sustained
slip resistance, durability and ease of maintenance. The end result is superb
and we have had many wonderful, positive comments from residents, families
and numerous healthcare professionals.”

Nationwide Window Cleaning
(NWC), the UK’s largest window,
gutter and high level cleaning
business is on the acquisition
trail. The first significant purchase
is a Midlands based window
cleaning business, Reflekt
Cleaning Company Ltd.
Founded in 2005 Reflekt has
experienced strong year-on-year
growth. Clients include the BBC, RAF, Cadbury, Merck Sharpe & Dohme and
Exxon Mobil.
Thornton Tasker, CEO said: “Reflekt is a perfect fit for us as it is a high quality,
value added, service oriented business with blue chip clients. The Nuneaton
base will be beneficial to our clients in the area. Integration into the NWC
brand will not be rushed, so will be smooth and seamless. We are delighted
to bring Reflekt’s team on board, with the first employee due to start the NWC
Management Development Programme, a bespoke training scheme for all our
managers.”
June Reynolds, NWC’s Group Operations Director is overseeing the merger.
NWC’s Kevin Dooley supported by former owner Helen Davies, will manage the
Reflekt business.
In addition to offering a full range of window cleaning services, Reflekt
provides high level cleaning and dusting, duct cleaning, canopy and roof
cleans; cladding, fascia and gutter cleans in all workplaces including
commercial buildings, colleges and factories.

 www.altro.co.uk

 www.nwc-gcroup.co.uk
 info@nwc-gcroup.co.uk
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 0845 208 0010

SPECIALIST SERVICE
PROVIDER TO THE
FM INDUSTRY

Trusted.
We make the world safer...
Securing the places where
people thrive.

ARE YOUR
DOORS
FIRE SAFE?

We make buildings safer.
www

ptsg.co.uk

01977 668 771

info@ptsg.co.uk

@ptsgplc

Don’t put your building
and its occupants at risk!

Talk to the
experts...
For FREE safety advice from one of our door
hardware experts, please call 0121 380 2401
Alternatively visit:

allegion.com/uk/ﬁtbritonandstaysafe
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INDUSTRY INNOVATORS SUPPLY £1BN
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT

ICEE OFFERS GOLF WORLD A NEW SOURCE OF
HIGH QUALITY TEE MARKERS

Hoarding and screening
specialists Plasloc have been
contracted to provide a largescale development at the
University of Cambridge.
Plasloc’s hoarding solutions
will help to ensure the safe
completion of building works
on the North-West site of the
University, just outside the city
centre.
The North-West Cambridge project, of which Plasloc is a vital part, is a £1bn
development which has been years in the making for the university. Plasloc
have initially been involved in phase one of the project, which consists of the
retail units.
The new site though, is set to include housing for students, staff and
members of the public, along with a variety of facilities such as a supermarket,
nursery and doctor’s surgery.
As part of the same project Plasloc also supplied and installed debris netting
to protect the unoccupied retail units from curious wildlife.
High on the university’s list of priorities for this project is sustainability:
approximately 2000 trees and plants are due to be planted across the site in the
first phase of development, and the finished complex will house the UK’s largest
rainwater recycling system.
After the screens at the North-West Cambridge site are removed they, like all
Plasloc’ s other partitions, will be recycled to produce more Plasloc.

Manufacturing services
company ICEE makes lowcost but high quality golf tee
markers as pictured – and
other kinds of signage - out
of a variety of weatherproof
and durable sheet metal
material incorporating
bespoke details such as golf
club logo, yardage and other
information.
Additionally, ICEE offers a
more sophisticated version of
this service, making bespoke
signage to any design, to any
shape and size, and made
from almost any material,
or combination of materials
required. This high level
of customisation – at a highly competitive price - is made possible through
advanced design and manufacturing techniques deployed at the company’s
factory in the United Kingdom.
The company will quickly make – and design if required – signs from a
variety of materials including stainless steel, brass, Corten rust-enhanced steel,
plastics or even stone such as granite (up to 200mm thick). Almost any size
and shape is possible in a variety of finishes.

 www.plasloc.com

 www.icee.co.uk

 01626 356 995

 sales@icee.co.uk

4 ACES PROVIDES PERFECT SOLUTION FOR
OFFICE WATER BOTTLE STORAGE

NEW VERO +4 HELPS LARGER VENUES TO SLASH
WASTE AND BOOST PROFITS

Leading water cooler product supplier, 4 Aces has
introduced the AquaStand, an efficient water bottle
storage solution which enables office and facilities
managers to save space, while still providing
workers with the means to get immediate access to
plentiful water supplies.
The AquaStand allows for a simple and effective
water bottle storage system, which eliminates
the common issue of bottle leakage and space
constraints, offering operators,
distributors and facilities
managers the best option to keep offices looking neat and
tidy and allowing for immediate access to water supplies.
Managing Director of 4 Aces, Chris Penn is confident that
this latest offering will meet with a positive response: “There
is a general interest in simple products and devices that
can save space and allow for easy storage in the modern
office. The AquaStand ticks all boxes, providing a unique
solution for those who want to maintain an orderly working
environment.”
The patent pending, blue stand weighs just 450 grammes
and can be used in conjunction with the standard 5 litre
water bottles. Available now, it sits along a full range of
ancillary products that 4 Aces has sourced and developed
for the water cooler industry in a bid to provide it with a
one-stop shop.

Vero Water has unveiled the largest machine
in its range of unique on-site purified drinking
water systems. The Vero +4 has been designed
for high volume dispensing and is capable
of delivering 1 litre of water per 20 seconds,
which is suitable for large bars, pubs, hotels,
restaurants and conference venues catering for
up to 500 people. The new unit is the first Vero
machine to have an integrated filter system,
making it more streamlined.
Vero Water systems are the perfect
alternative to buying in expensive bottled
water, enabling the hospitality industry to
offer customers purified, chilled and great-tasting still and sparkling water very
inexpensively, while also making a profit.
Vero systems connect directly
to the mains water system and
use a unique 5-stage process to
remove chemicals and impurities.
The result is water that tastes as
good as any branded mineral
water. At the press of a button
the Vero unit can fill a glass, or
an attractive 950ml machinewashable Vero bottle, which can
be refilled again and again.

 www.4acesltd.com

 www.verowater.co.uk

 01992 535774

 info@verowater.co.uk
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 02392 230 604

 01953 857975

Rated as EXCELLENT
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FREE DELIVERY
OVER £45*
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FREE RETURNS
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ECOPHON OFFERS NEW FOCUS ON
ACOUSTIC DESIGN
The spectrum of sound that
surrounds us, and the different
acoustic characteristics created
by the way we now use interior
spaces can be as varied as the
colours of the rainbow; a fact
highlighted by the timely update
of Ecophon’s comprehensive
Focus range. Along with an even
greater choice of colours and
improvements to installation
and transition details, the acoustic ceiling family now also includes a new and
innovative solution – Ecophon Focus Ez.
Ecophon recognises the way in which the senses of sight and hearing are
inextricably linked in creating people’s perception of their surroundings; and
therefore the necessity of considering both together when designing interiors.
Through the combined offering of vibrant colour and outstanding acoustic
control, the essence of Focus is in delighting the eyes while soothing the mind.
As Ecophon’s most comprehensive product family, Focus offers excellent
acoustic properties and appealing looks, giving the opportunity for visual flair
and design flexibility, to ensure that almost any project need can be met.
The revised Focus family of products encompasses an expanded range of 16
Akutex colours, inspired by the tones found in nature.
Focus offers interior designers, architects and acousticians an unrivalled
toolbox for creating an activity-based solution to a building’s audible
performance, combined with visual impact.
 www.ecophon.com/uk

POWERFUL GERM KILL
WITH PURELL PEACE
OF MIND
Hand hygiene specialist GOJO
Industries-Europe Ltd has extended
its expertise in surface hygiene with
the launch of the PURELL surface
sanitising portfolio. The PURELL
Surface Sanitising Spray and Wipes
are fast acting, highly effective and
specifically designed to meet surface sanitising needs within food contact areas.
They sanitise front and back of house with no rinse required on food
contact areas, having passed the ISO 4120:2007 food tainting test. The PURELL
surface sanitising products are suitable for a variety of applications, such as
the sanitising of: kitchen utensils, food storage containers, smooth non-porous
surfaces, refrigerated display cases and other plastic.
The PURELL Surface Sanitising Spray and Wipes come ready-to-use with
high antimicrobial efficacy. They have been tested specifically on Salmonella,
Campylobacter, Listeria and Yeast for the food environment. The spray and
wipes are bactericidal, fungicidal and virucidal.
GOJO Industries-Europe Ltd Commercial Vice President, Mike Sullivan said,
“Thirty-five per cent of foodborne illness cases are attributed to poor sanitation
and 16 per cent of these are due to contaminated equipment or environment.
“The PURELL brand has been trusted for decades to safely and effectively
eliminate germs on the skin. Backed by years of scientific expertise, the new
PURELL Surface Sanitising Spray & Wipes can play a major part in helping to
reduce foodborne illness too.”
 +44 (0)1908 588444

 www.GOJO.com
 infouk@GOJO.com

UNION INDUSTRIES IS ON A ROLL
WITH NSK BEARINGS EUROPE
Union Industries, the leading manufacturer of
Rapid Roll Industrial doors, has returned to NSK
Bearings Europe to install another of its heavyduty Ramdoors,which can handle extreme
weather conditions all year round.
NSK Bearings Europe specialises in
manufacturing bearing products used in
automobiles from its Peterlee plant. The company
needed new doors, the first of which was installed
several months ago, to replace two of Union’s
competitor solutions as the installations were

 www.unionindustries.co.uk
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unreliable, incurred high on-going maintenance
costs and more importantly, were incapable of
withstanding external wind loadings.
As a repeat customer of Union’s with six doors
now on its site, NSK Bearings Europe chose the
company’s Ramdoor High Speed Doors to replace
the existing doors from the previous supplier. The
Ramdoor is commonly known as the ‘Big Daddy’
of Union Industries’ range due to its extremely
robust nature, with the frame being manufactured
from 6mm thick steel and extra-thick, specially
engineered industrial-grade
fabric being used for the door
blade/curtain.
Among other features,
NSK’s Ramdoors have been
fitted with heavy-duty, double
travelling ‘windbar’ systems,
on both internal and external
sides of one of the new doors,
which assisted with the Class
5 rating the Ramdoor has
achieved for wind resistance.

Due to the high quality components used and
sturdy nature of the doors, they also come with free
entry into Union’s Lifetime Warranty Scheme.
Alan Hirst, Sales Director at Union Industries
said, “A huge proportion of our business comes
from existing customers, such as NSK Bearings
Europe. We installed some Bulldoors from our
range for the company back in November 2000
which, I’d like to add, are still in great condition,
and so it’s very pleasing for us to be dealing with
this Blue Chip customer again 17 years down the
line.”
Steven Walker, Plant Maintenance Technician
at NSK Bearings Europe added, “We’ve had bad
experiences with industrial doors we’ve used from
other suppliers, so we’ve learned that by investing
in a quality product, the payback is realised over
the life of the Union doors due to the very low
through-life-costs.

 enquiries@unionindustries.co.uk

 +44 (0)113 244 8393
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WhiﬀAway Waterless
Urinal Technology
A Tried & Tested Solution
Since 1990, WhiﬀAway Group has been a market leader in waterless urinal technology.
Organisations such as Sainsbury’s, McLaren, VUE Cinemas, Westﬁeld Shopping Centres, M&S,
Bank of America and Centrica have converted to 100% water-free urinals with WhiﬀAway.

SYSTEM
BENEFITS
INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•

Eliminating Urinal Odours
Save Money
Save Water
Reduce Energy Consumption
Fully Recyclable

•
•
•
•

No More Urinal Flooding
Reduces Blockages
Improves Urinal Hygiene
No More Harmful Chemicals

Now is the time to review water-free urinals and contact WhiﬀAway to save money, water and energy,
in conjunction with reducing operational costs and enhancing washroom perception.

For further information please visit our website www.whiﬀaway.com
or contact 0800 783 4883 or send email to info@whiﬀaway.co.uk
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“SUPER PUB” GETS “SUPER LOO”!
A new ‘super pub’believed to be
the biggest in the
UK- has opened,
complete with a
‘super loo’!
The Royal
Victoria Pavilion
in Ramsgate is the
result of a £4.5m
investment by
leading pub chain
JD Wetherspoon,
and revitalises a Grade II listed former casino on the seafront. Its doors will be
open to all- the venue includes one of Closomat’s Changing Places assisted
accessible toilets.
The Royal Pavilion is the latest Wetherspoons to feature one of the toilets,
which offers more space than a conventional wheelchair-accessible toilet12m2- and, on top of the usual fixtures, incorporates a ceiling track hoist, height
adjustable adult-sized changing bench, privacy screen, and height adjustable
washbasin. It compliments the standard toilet facilities, and is conveniently
located alongside the other washrooms on the ground floor.
Architect Barry Goacher of KDPaine & Associates said, “JDWetherspoon has a
established, ongoing commitment to providing quality venues- right through to
the toilets, indeed it has won several Loo of the Year Awards. It was therefore a
key element of our brief in designing the new pub to ensure that reputation was
maintained, and that a Changing Places was included so the pub’s doors would
be truly open to all.”
 www.clos-o-mat.com

 0161 969 1199

RINNAI CPD COURSES - FULL PROGRAMME
ON HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEMS
AND DELIVERY
Rinnai, the UK’s leading supplier
of hot water heating products
and systems, has announced
its full programme of approved
CPD courses which are now
freely available to all sectors
of the industry - contractors,
engineers, specifiers, building
services consultants and interior
designers.
There are four basic CPD
courses: Energy Efficiency
On Demand Water Heating;
Continuous Flow & The Future
Of Water Heating; Continuous
Flow and Excellence in Design;
Understanding ACOP L8 and Hot
Water Design.
All are available in one batch or as individual ‘stand-alone’ topics. Venues
for course delivery can be either the Rinnai state-of-the-art Training Suite by
accredited tutors. These CIBSE approved courses are free of any charge.
Rinnai supplies the biggest range of continuous flow hot water heater units
and systems currently available on the UK market. All products either fully
comply or exceed all UK and EU legislation.
 www.rinnaiuk.com

 info@clos-o-mat.com

ON THE BUSES WITH HECKMONDWIKE’S
PURE CARE CARPET

NEW SERVICES THAT GIVE YOUR BUSINESS
NEW ADVANTAGES

Lots of schools have their own library but not many have one in a former bus!
Thanks to Heckmondwike, one of UK’s leading carpet manufacturers,
St Andrew’s School, Oswaldtwistle in Lancashire, now has hard-wearing,
aesthetically pleasing Pure Care carpet in its new library bus, creating an
environment perfect for pupils to enjoy reading.
The static
library bus at
St Andrew’s
School, was
gifted to
the school
by a parent
who works
for Moving
People
Ltd and
refurbished
by B&G
Sears Ltd of
Blackburn. The school wanted to create an interesting library bus interior that
was hard-wearing, bright and easy to maintain.
Heckmondwike’s Pure Care offered the durability and visual appeal
needed for this project. Available in 8 colours, Pure Care also offers high
stain resistance and still feels comfortable, essential with young children. St
Andrew’s was also keen to reflect its school colours in its choice of flooring for
the library bus, so Pure Care in ‘Sapphire’ was the perfect choice.

Fuel Card Services is famous for its cost-saving fuel cards, but its services are
the real drivers for business advantage.
Last month, Fuel Card Services proved this once again by launching My
Business Advantage, designed to help small businesses run their operations
more efficiently.
My Business Advantage is an online portal that delivers invaluable new
services exclusively to Fuel Card Services customers. It covers everything from
fuel savings to financing offers, from energy and insurance to card payment
and legal advice. It even includes perks for staff and managers too.

 www.heckmondwike-fb.co.uk/samples/
 01924 413637
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The top advantages include:
 Payment Processing: valuable offers
for online or terminal card payment
processing
 Sales Data: find more customers or
partners with 50 records targeted by
you
 Google My Business: help customers
find you online with a free listing, done for you
 Vehicle Offers: exclusive services and solutions to drive businesses forward
 Access Finance: improved cashflow with innovative solutions for small
businesses
Showing their on-going commitment to supporting customers, Fuel Card
Services will also let individual businesses know about the specific benefits
which they believe would be right for that organisation, every month.
There is no “catch” with My Business Advantage and, happily, no fee.
 www.mybusinessadvantage.co.uk

FMJ.CO.UK
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ADVANCED PROTECTION FOR LONDON
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA DISCOVERY PROJECT

DAKOTA, WEYBRIDGE: SIGNBOX ADDS
FINISHING TOUCHES TO OFFICE SPACE

LSO St Luke’s, home of the worldrenowned London Symphony
Orchestra’s community and
education programme, LSO
Discovery, is now protected by
industry-leading fire panels from
Advanced.
LSO St Luke’s is an 18th-century
Grade I-listed Hawksmoor
church in the London Borough of
Islington. The church opened in
1773 and was deconsecrated in 1959 due to subsidence. It lay derelict before
being brought back to life in 2003.
The upgrade of the fire system was undertaken by the team at Sussex-based
Crays Fire, who selected the latest Advanced MxPro 5 panel due to its versatility,
reliability and upgradeability.
MxPro is the fire industry’s leading multiprotocol fire solution, offering
customers a choice of two panel ranges, four detector protocols and a
completely open installer network that enjoys free training and support. MxPro
panels can be used in single loop, single panel format or easily configured into
multi-loop, high speed, 200 panel networks covering huge areas and thousands
of field devices.
Anne Basley, spokesperson for LSO St Luke’s, said: “The safety of our
staff, those who perform at LSO St Luke’s and the visitors to the venue was
paramount when selecting a fire system and, thanks to the recommendation of
Crays Fire, Advanced ticked all the boxes.”

Located a stone’s throw from the historic Brooklands motor and aviation
museum and the aerodrome that predates it, Dakota’s name is itself a nod
to the rich history of aviation in the area. In the first six months of 2017, the
building’s owners had it stripped back to a shell and rebuilt to an extremely
high specification throughout by contractors Oakmont Construction. It now
boasts more than 35,000 feet of modern, luxury office.
Signbox was commissioned by the contractors to cap the project off with
stylish signage to reflect the building’s modern, contemporary feel and to
reflect something of the local area’s
heritage.
Signbox met with the architects,
TateHindle, to discuss their designs
and how best to interpret them into
functional effective signage. Inside
the entrance lobby, Signbox installed
a backlit, painted glass reception
directory with a polished aluminium
frame. For the exterior of the building
they constructed and fitted skyline
signage for the top of the entrance
portico and to each elevation. At street
level they also added a fabricated
perimeter sign and car park entrance
monolith. All of the exterior signage is
powder coated stainless steel with LED
illumination, controlled by solar switch.

 www.advancedco.com

 www.signbox.co.uk

 +44 (0)1784 438688

 sales@signbox.co.uk

INNOVATIVE FERNOX FILTER SHORTLISTED AT
ENERGY AWARDS

FROM SAFEGARD TO A SAFE PAIR OF HANDS
WITH SWEGON

The Fernox TF1 Omega Filter has been shortlisted for Energy Efficient
Product of the Year - HVAC&R - at the Energy Awards 2017. The filter had
its environmental credentials and energy efficiency capabilities carefully
examined to make the final seven within this competitive category.
The annual awards celebrate the industry’s finest achievements, including
the latest innovative product developments and examples of performance
excellence in the energy sector.
Launched in July 2016, the TF1 Omega Filter is the company’s first nickelplated brass filter developed for the domestic heating market - extending
the Fernox range and choice of TF1 system filters to include metal as well
as composite plastic, dependent on installer preference. The precisionengineered filter combines a bespoke powerful Neodymium magnet with
Hydronic Particle
Separation (HPS)
technology to
ensure superior
capture levels of
system debris for
safe removal. Due
to its neat design
and orientation
capability, the TF1 Omega Filter can be fitted in the most compact spaces.
Offering an easy and mess-free cleaning process that can be completed in
situ -without the need to dismantle the unit - the TF1 Omega Filter is designed
with heating engineers in mind, to reduce time on-site, and has a 25-year
warranty.

Swegon Service announced that as of 1st October 2017 all existing and planned
preventative maintenance contracts (pmc) in England, Scotland and Wales
successfully transferred across to Swegon Service UK from Safegard Systems.
This move comes as a result of Swegon AB’s acquisition of Safegard Systems,
a leading provider of intelligent smoke and fire damper control and monitoring
systems, earlier in the year.
Martin Brady, Service Director at Swegon, said: “This is a really exciting
opportunity for our technical coordination team and service engineers, who
are striving to ensure both continuity and the best customer service experience
within our industry remains.”
As well as repairing fire dampers and systems, Swegon Service also
specialises in servicing, maintaining and repairing critical process cooling, air
conditioning systems and Air Handling Units. This work also includes chiller
and air handling unit refurbishments and EC plug fan upgrades.

 www.fernox.com

 www.swegon.co.uk
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KEEPING YOUR COOL ALL YEAR ROUND:

MANAGING YOUR HVAC THROUGH THE SEASONS

Maintaining HVAC equipment is a challenge all
year round. As the seasons change, so do the
obstacles for building managers. Richard Betts,
Founder of RABScreen, discusses the importance
of protecting HVAC equipment and how a simple
product could save time, energy and money.
As the summer days shorten and the pollen
count falls, building managers everywhere breathe
a sigh of relief, just like their HVAC equipment.
Few people outside of the facilities management
industry realise the impact airborne pollen grains
can have. It blankets cooling coils and external
air intake louvres, restricting airflow and forcing
chillers, dry air coolers and AHUs to work harder.
This means it consumes more energy, costs more to
run and increases the risk of break down.
With autumn in full swing, leaves tumble from
trees – A facilities manager's nightmare. As they’re
taken by the wind, they get pulled into air inlets on

HVAC equipment. This causes a particular problem
for cooling towers because leaves are pulled
through the channel into the fill where they remain
while they decompose. This allows the formation of
bacteria, which has water treatment implications if
managed incorrectly.
For the Game of Thrones aficionados among
you, don't panic. Though ‘Winter is coming’, it
isn't a precursor to white walkers, dragons and
a significant battle for the Seven Kingdoms of
Westeros. That said, winter in the UK is still a major
challenge for building managers. High winds and
poor weather conditions take their toll on heating
and ventilation
equipment. Hail
can easily damage
cooling fins on
condenser units,
reducing airflow and

 www.RABScreen.com
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 info@rabscreen.com

in severe cases, causing damage to fan motors
and blades, resulting in catastrophic failure if left.
Almost all HVAC equipment has an external inlet
that is exposed to the seasons. Whether heating or
cooling coils, air intake louvres, dry coolers, chillers
or cooling towers, there often isn’t protection from
the elements.
There’s a simple solution. Heavy-duty air intake
screens from RABScreen was created to serve one
purpose: To provide a washable, long-life filter
to protect air inlets without impacting airflow.
Manufactured using a high-grade polyester and
polypropylene composite, the negatively charged
polyester and positively charged polypropylene
work together, creating an electrostatic charge.
Airborne particulates are drawn to the mesh and
prevented from passing into HVAC equipment.
Better still, it does so with no significant impact
upon airflow. Unlike traditional filter media, heavyduty air intake screens can be washed, wiped or
vacuum cleaned – maintenance takes no time at all.
And, because the material is so robust, air intake
screens have a serviceable life of between five and
ten years, provide a high degree of protection from
inclement weather throughout.
Air intake filters are a simple solution to a
common problem. Preventing damage and
clogging from airborne debris and poor weather
conditions mean that the HVAC equipment doesn't
need to work so hard, increasing serviceable life,
decreasing the risk of breakdown and reducing
operational costs. What’s more, every heavy-duty
air intake screen is made-to-measure specifically
for its application, so you’re guaranteed a perfect
fit every time.
Easy to install. Easy to clean. Easy to see the
benefits.
Richard Betts is the Managing Director at
RABScreen, a specialist contractor and the UK’s
appointed distributor of air intake screens.
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STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ALLIANCE
ANNOUNCES 2017 AWARD SHORTLIST

LUSSO LAUNCHES NEW JUICE AND COFFEE CONCEPT
AT ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART, KENSINGTON

The Structural Concrete Alliance has shortlisted three projects for the 2017
Structural Concrete Alliance Award for Repair and Refurbishment, with the
winner to be announced at the Concrete Society Awards Dinner to be held at
the Grosvenor Hotel, Park Lane, London on 16 November.
The shortlisted projects include Volkerlaser Ltd for its repair of
Wolverhampton Civic Centre Multi-Story Car Park; CRL Ltd for its refurbishment
of the Coronation Parade promenade/breakwater in Folkestone; and Freyssinet
for its work on the M6 J16-19 Smart Motorway upgrade project.
Volkerlaser offered an innovative repair
and protection scheme for the 40 year
old reinforced concrete Wolverhampton
Civic Centre Car Park, which had been
plagued with defects for years, including
delaminating concrete decks, spalling
and cracking in the soffits and damaged
columns.
Concrete Repairs Limited (CRL)
worked in challenging conditions to provide extensive sympathetic structural
repairs and to install an impressed current cathodic protection system to the
Coronation Parade promenade/breakwater in Folkestone.
A concrete repair solution that would not require further intervention for a
minimum of five years was required for the multi-million pound M6 J1619 Smart Motorway upgrade programme. Freyssinet offered an innovative
encasement and encapsulation approach utilising a flowing concrete and
installed an Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) system to overcome
remaining chloride contamination.

Lusso, part of CH&Co Group,
has launched a new juice and
coffee bar at the Royal College
of Art, Kensington.
The Juice D Bar is the
first phase of planned
redevelopment to introduce
a food court concept to the
college. The new approach will
create three defined outlets
catering for different food and beverage choices throughout the day – drinks
and snacks, grab-and-go meals and refectory dining.
Serving freshly-blended, made-to-order fruit and vegetable smoothies, shots
and juices and Barista-brewed coffee, Juice D Bar offers a distinct destination
to enjoy a variety of exciting, high-quality beverages.
Lusso is also supporting its client partner in providing healthier choices
for the staff and students. The juices, smoothies and shots can help meet
the recommended daily intake of fruit and vegetables, containing up to two
portions per serving, and the tasty snacks available include CH&Co Group’s
‘Healthiest Cakes Ever’.
The eye-catching Juice D Bar officially opened for the new academic year.
Lusso’s suppliers, including Mudwalls Farm and Chiquita Bananas, showcased
their fresh, seasonal produce and provided information on the potential health
benefits of their fruits and vegetables. CH&Co Group’s consultant nutritionist,
Amanda Ursell, also headlined a Wellbeing Day and highlighted the value of a
balanced diet and healthier lifestyle choices.

 www.structuralconcretealliance.org.uk

 www.chandco.net

 01420 471614

PETER MOLLOY APPOINTED MANAGING DIRECTOR
Franchise Brands plc is pleased to announce the
promotion of Peter Molloy to Managing Director
of recently acquired Metro Rod, a leading
provider of drainage and plumbing services.
Peter has a substantial knowledge of the
business having been Commercial Director of
Metro Rod since 2003, and has really hit the ground
running in his new role. One of his first actions has
been to expand the sales team to help franchisees
grow their businesses by winning new accounts,
and to enlarge the franchise network through the
addition of a new franchisee, Metro Rod Aberdeen.
Franchise Brands plc, an international multifranchisor with over 450 franchisees worldwide,
acquired Metro Rod in April this year for £28.5m.
The group’s existing brands are ChipsAway,
Ovenclean and Barking Mad, all well established
businesses and market leaders in their sectors.
Having delivered impressive growth over the last
few years, Franchise Brands has big plans for Metro
Rod which include a substantial investment in the
business.
Stephen Hemsley, Chairman, Franchise Brands
plc said: “I am very pleased to announce Peter’s
appointment as Managing Director of Metro Rod.
His substantial industry experience and knowledge

of the business will be
invaluable in his new
role, particularly given
the ambitious growth
plans we have for Metro
Rod and Metro Plumb.
The Franchise Brands
team is looking forward
to working with Peter at
what is a very exciting
time in the evolution
of the business, and
helping him to unlock the
very significant upside
potential we see for Metro
Rod and Metro Plumb.”
Peter Molloy, Managing
Director, Metro Rod
said: “I am delighted to
be taking on this new
role following Franchise Brand’s acquisition of
the business. I am hugely passionate about the
Metro Rod brand and heritage, and above all, the
importance of providing a truly first-class service to
our customers. I will shortly be delivering a number
of strategic initiatives aimed at substantially

 www.metrorod.co.uk

accelerating the growth of the Metro Rod and
Metro Plumb businesses, which will include further
investment in the brand. Above all, I am very
committed to ensuring that our customers are at
the very forefront of everything we do as well as
providing the right support for our franchisees.”

 0800 66 88 00
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COLT INTERNATIONAL CONTINUES TO INVEST
IN THE FUTURE WITH NEW FACTORY OPENING
Colt is a specialist
contractor,
manufacturer
and maintenance
company who are
leaders in the smoke
control, ventilation
and climate
technology industry.
Founded in 1931,
Colt has pioneered
groundbreaking
solutions, installing its systems in residential developments, offices, factories
and car parks in the UK and all over the world.
This year has seen it relocate its offices and factory, marking the next chapter
in Colt’s development. It’s now finished its move of the 50,000 sq ft factory,
containing a comprehensive range of sheet metal working machinery. On top
of this it has migrated all of its fabrication and assembly machinery for smoke
control vents, louvres and dampers. Evidence that it continues to invest in the
future of its business to remain as leaders in the field.
The factory opening had a great turnout. Nick Buckingham, UK MD, told the
guests in a speech, "My objective was to relocate all elements of the business
without anyone noticing, and we just about succeeded, in one of our busiest
years on record. I look forward to an exciting future ahead for Colt within the
UK and, with the incredible talent within the group of people that we employ, I
know that the sky is indeed the limit to what we can and will achieve."
 www.coltinfo.co.uk

JOHN TURPIN
TAKES THE HELM AT
WOODLAND GRANGE
EEF Venues has appointed John
Turpin as Venue Manager at
Woodland Grange, the group’s
flagship residential meeting and
conference venue in Leamington
Spa, Warwickshire.
John has worked for EEF
Venues at Woodland Grange
since 2002, starting in an FM
role and going on to become
Operations Manager in 2007.
In 2009 he was promoted to
Venues Team Leader and went on to become Group Operations Manager,
during which time he supported EEF Venue’s three venues: Woodland Grange,
Engineers’ House in Bristol and Broadway House in Westminster.
In 2013 he managed a £1 million capital investment refurbishment of all three
venues, as well as supporting the venues with their successful applications for
AIM Gold accreditation and BDRC Gold standard ratings. In 2015 he was made
Business Support & Development Manager for the group.
A key part of his role is talent development to ensure that EEF Venues
consistently high performance standards continue to drive the business
from within. He will continue to oversee other aspects of the broader EEF
Venues’ portfolio such as the creation and adaptation of business systems and
processes through to marketing.
 www.eef.org.uk/venues
 www.twitter.com/eefvenues

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY WITH WATER TREATMENT
S

OCOTEC’s wide range of Ozone generators
and in-house technical ability can support
organisations in the safe recirculation of water
in their cooling systems, using Ozone as a
disinfectant agent.
As sustainability has become a significant focus,

and water and energy costs have continued to
rise, facilities managers have been under growing
pressure to re-assess how resources are used. For
many, using these utilities more efficiently is vital
both to reduce costs and minimise the impact of the
built environment on the natural world.
While resource efficiency
can cut operational costs
and reduce an organisation’s
overall environmental
impact, facilities managers
must prioritise the effective
disinfection of open cooling
water systems to prevent
the health risks that can
arise from the bacterial
contamination of water.
Ozone, an allotrope of
oxygen containing three
atoms bound together,
produces an extremely
powerful biocide that is
capable of eliminating
bacteria, viruses, algae and

 www.socotec.co.uk
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microbial cysts when dissolved in water – without
causing the formation of carcinogens like the
traditional biocidal products. As a result, water
can be easily reclaimed and used repeatedly. This
reduces reliance on external water supplies and
increases resource efficiency, without the harmful
chemical-by products as Ozone naturally breaks
down into oxygen once contaminants have been
removed.
Whatever the nature or purpose of the building
they are responsible for, there are significant
financial incentives for facilities managers to find
ways to minimise the consumption of fresh water
and energy across their properties. However,
when it comes to water usage, resource efficiency
must always
be considered
alongside hygiene
requirements
to ensure the
highest standards
of health and
safety for building
occupants.

 0845 603 2112
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‘THINK CLEAN – BUY GREEN’ WITH DELPHIS ECO
L

eading the way in eco-friendly cleaning
chemicals is British-brand, Delphis Eco, with
its extensive range of products that not only are
kind to the environment but come packaged,
in what is believed to be a world-first recycling
initiative, in 100% recycled plastic packaging.
With sustainability topping the leader-boards
when it comes to sourcing products that are highly
effective yet ecologically sound, operators need

look no further than to the company which holds
two Royal Warrants and offers products for the
washroom, (including multi-purpose products, antibacterial hand-wash, anti-bacterial hand-sanitiser,
toilet cleaner, cabinet glass wash and disinfectant)
- the kitchen (including combi oven cleaner, floor
maintainer, heavy duty degreaser, de-scaler, cream
cleanser, ceramic hob cleanser and many more) and
laundry products (washing powder).
CEO Mark Jankovich
says: “Purchasing decisions
are vital if we are to make
a real difference to the
environmental legacy that we
are leaving behind.
“That’s why we have
looked to not only create
a range of highly effective
cleaning products that
are made from all-natural
products and will biodegrade,
but we have led the industry
and addressed the packaging
that cleaning chemicals come

 www.delphiseco.com

housed in. All our casing is now made from 100%
plastic recycled material. We believe this is eight
years ahead of the big corporates and is first to lead
the way as the ‘here and now’…
“Each day over 35million bottles of single use
plastic are consumed and disposed of in the UK
alone and only between 7 – 9 % are recycled. Over
8 million tonnes are dumped in the ocean and the
Ellen McArthur Foundation estimates that by 2050
there will be more plastic in our oceans than fish.
“We hope that operators will quickly embrace not
just environmentally friend cleaning chemicals but
start to ask questions of the packaging that their
suppliers are using.”

 0203 397 0096

UK SECURITY EXPO ANNOUNCE NEW 1-DAY CONFERENCE TO FOCUS
ON COUNTER TERRORISM ADVICE FOR FMS, SUPPORTED BY BIFM
Counter Terrorism for Buildings & Facilities
Management Conference, 29 November, London
Olympia
Businesses across the west are facing a prolonged
period of terrorist threat but many FMs are not given
the help they need to evaluate the risks to their
buildings and then understand what they should do
about them.
UK Security Expo (29 - 30 Nov, London Olympia)
provides a key focus on building and facilities
management with a free to attend 1-day conference,
supported by BIFM, covering everything FMs need to
know to protect their business.
Chris Phillips, former Head of NaCTSO and
MD, The International Protect & Prepare Security
Office (IPPSO), who is chairing the conference
comments "It's a fact that FMs often come into
their role without a security background but make
important security decisions and purchases. The
conference addresses the security measures FMs

need to add to a business to reduce vulnerability to
terrorism. Looking at a variety of sectors, including
commercial buildings, religious buildings, visitor
attractions and hotels, the conference will increase
the understanding of the security and terrorism
issues faced by those with responsibility for
providing a safe and secure work-place.”
A panel of expert speakers include Dr Rachel Anne
Carter, Co-Founder Journal of Terrorism & Cyber
Insurance & Catastrophe; Alaric Bonthron, Head of
Security, Kings College London; Paul Moxness, VP
Corporate Safety & Security, Carlson Rezidor Hotel
Group; Chris Tsikolis, Police & Security Manager,
Victoria Business District. Topics on the agenda
include how to make a building terrorism resistant,
communicating in a crisis and the importance of
building links with safety and security. Visitors will
benefit from best practice case studies and
practical advice from different sectors as
well as a focus on the latest innovations,
technologies and solutions on offer to FMs.
Peter Brogan, Content Manager at BIFM
commented “Security and counter terror
is high on the agenda for FMs and the

 www.uksecurityexpo.com/fmj

 Info@uksecurityexpo.com

conference programme at UK Security Expo offers
expert advice from an excellent speaker line up. We
will also be producing a new BIFM Guidance Paper
for FMs produced jointly with UK Security Expo
which will be available in the run up to the event.”
Peter Jones, Chief Executive, Nineteen Events
added "FMs, along with security and safety
managers, are part of the frontline when dealing
with a terrorist threat. We are delighted to announce
the support of the leading FM association, BIFM,
for this new 1-day conference taking place at UK
Security Expo, which will provide FMs with the tools
they need to deal with the challenges ahead."
To view the full conference agenda visit the
website at www.uksecurityexpo.com/counterterrorism-for-building--facilities-management
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DULUX TRADE: HELPING TO MAKE
SUSTAINABLE CHOICES EASIER

OCS WELCOMES APPRENTICESHIP LEVY

Celebrating World Green
Building Week 2017, Dulux Trade
has strengthened its position
as a green market leader in the
commercial sector by launching
two significant developments to
help specifiers achieve improved
sustainability. The first is a guide
on how to comply with the paints
and coatings requirements in the
Well Building Standard as well as
extending its range of Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs).
The Well Building Standard is the most recent EAM (Environmental
Assessment Method) to be adopted by the construction industry. It has become
a popular talking point as sustainability emerges as an essential consideration
for every project.
In order to recognise and encourage a healthy internal environment, the Well
Building Standard requires the use of low VOC products and intelligent use of
colour. Dulux Trade has produced best practice guidelines that can be used as a
reference point for specifiers looking to incorporate the Well Building Standard
into their next project.
In conjunction with this, Dulux Trade has also renewed and extended its
Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) offering, with over 20 available for a
range of products. The EPD documents are easily accessible on the Dulux Trade
website and provide extensive product information to enable specifiers to make
an informed decision when improving their sustainability performance.

Despite evidence suggesting that employers are struggling to recruit staff with
the right skills, recent research has revealed that only one in three (32 per cent)
of UK businesses that qualify for the government funded apprenticeship levy
are taking advantage of it to train new and existing staff, suggesting that the
opportunity is largely going untapped.
Family-owned facilities management services company, OCS Group UK
Limited, announced earlier this year its plans to employ up to 900 apprentices
in a range of operational FM, management and business support functions.
Open to both new and existing colleagues, the scheme will offer vocational
learning through local training providers, further education colleges and
leadership development to degree level.
Stuart Rowberry, Resourcing and Development Business Partner, said: “OCS
prides itself on attracting and retaining the best talent, and the apprenticeship
levy enables us to continue doing just that.”

 www.duluxtradepaintexpert.co.uk

 www.ocs.com/uk

 0333 2227070

 enquiries@ocs.co.uk

 duluxtrade.advice@akzonobel.com

JDE INVESTS HEAVILY IN KENCO COFFEE COMPANY REBRAND
TO DRIVE QUALITY IN THE INSTANT COFFEE MARKET
C
offee expert Jacobs Douwe Egberts (JDE)
Professional has today unveiled a fresh,
new brand positioning for Kenco The Coffee
Company, complete with a bold new logo and
pack design. The new design brings to life the
heritage, passion and expertise behind the wellloved brand, helping to further boost value and
volume growth across the sector.

The Kenco brand is widely recognised and trusted
by consumers, growing at 8.3% in the grocery
retail sector. The rebrand will help to re-establish
the brand’s rich history with the aim to increase
sales and contribute to strong category growth.
Activity will include investment in trade advertising,
in-store visibility throughout the UK supported by
a fresh new consumer-facing campaign live from

 www.win1923.co.uk
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September 2017 including digital and print media.
To celebrate both the new look and Kenco’s
heritage since 1923, all professional customers are
being given the chance to win a £1,923 voucher
when buying a 500g or 750g tin of Kenco through
their foodservice distributor and then entering at
www.win1923.co.uk before the end of 2017.
Martyn Bell, Category Marketing Manager, JDE
Professional, says: “At Kenco The Coffee Company,
coffee is what we do. For almost 100 years it’s all
we’ve ever done. We’ve seen the coffee shop market
experience unprecedented success over the last few
years, meaning consumers are more knowledgeable
and empowered with coffee choice than ever before
and has accelerated the desire for a quality cup of
coffee in and out of home.
“Our brand has been built by passionate coffee
experts over the last 94 years, and we’re looking
forward to bringing this to life for UK consumers, as
we demonstrate the quality and heritage served in
every cup of Kenco coffee.”

 Charlea.Samuel@JDEcoffee.com
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BLOG/CHARITY 
BLOG FROM RORY MURPHY, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, VINCI FACILITIES

THE SOCIAL VALUE OF

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

M

uch has been spoken throughout this year
about the value of FM and our relentless
drive to demonstrate the importance of
our profession not just in terms of cost reduction
but more importantly in value add.
Do we look at value in a truly sustainable way
when we talk about FM though? Do we emphasise
the value across the Economic, Social and
Environmental aspects when we make our case or
do we get too fixated on the Economic elements to
the exception of both of the others?
The economic case for FM currently resides in
the productivity arena as well as our ability to
deliver and support wider business objectives
with our understanding of the strategic
imperatives of the customers we support. The
environmental sphere has us debating and
supporting energy initiatives and the ability of
facilities management professionals to maximise
the use of scarce resources whilst limiting waste
and minimising the environmental impacts of the
services we provide.
It is in the Social Value arena, however, where
we have an even greater story and our ability to
influence and drive Social Value should never be
underestimated in this push to find our voice.
This month will see the launch of the latest
series of case studies from the RICS which I have
been fortunate enough to be involved with and
they focus very clearly on the Social Value that can
be driven from our FM activities.
The Social Value act back in 2012 certainly
raised the profile of the value inherent in the
services we provide and required ‘all public bodies
in England and Wales to consider how the services
they commission and procure might improve the

economic, social and environmental well-being of
the area’.
The greatest value we undoubtedly create in FM
is access to employment, and once employed we
look to develop, nurture and grow our employees
and therefore deliver significant value to the
communities within which we operate.
Combining this knowledge of employment
benefits with a drive for increased diversity
and inclusion that is truly reflective of the
communities within which we work places FM in
a unique position. The case studies produced by
the RICS demonstrate how FM is well advanced in
delivering initiatives to employ previously difficult
to reach groups or sections of our communities
that may have been underrepresented historically
within the workplace.
The challenge always with Social Value is to
ensure you are able to adequately and credibly
demonstrate the value that has been created. The
very best examples of social value generation have
been meticulously planned and thought through
from inception to completion and will have
consulted widely with various stakeholders to
clearly demonstrate the improvements achieved.
The various access to work schemes for armed
service leavers, school leavers, the hard to reach
or ex-offenders will all understand the individual’s
original situation and will be clearly able to map
the value generated by the access to employment
and development opportunities that FM can
present.
Social Value initiatives may not only be
focussed on those that are ready for employment,
working with socially responsible organisations
there are fantastic examples of pre-school

FIRST RESPONSE GROUP RAISES
THOUSANDS FOR LEEDS CHARITY
Leeds-based TFM company, First Response Group, recently
donated over £5,000 to Leeds Mencap who foster positive
livelihood to children and
adults with learning disabilities.
First Response Group, who is
committed to supporting the
charity and keen to build on the
close ties within the city, raised
the money from organising and
hosting a Coffee Morning, Halloween Party, BBQ Lunch and
from other private donation opportunities.
Leeds Mencap offers support to people with very different
needs and aspirations to help ensure that they live a
fulfilling life and achieve their goals.

Rory Murphy, Commercial Director, VINCI Facilities
interventions, literacy schemes, early stage
employment experiences that all contribute to
future betterment for the communities in which
we work.
Delivering Social Value and being socially
responsible cuts right to the ethical heart of
FM. We need to continue to embrace Diversity &
Inclusion within our employment practises whilst
being alive to fair payment practises and the
inherent risks of modern slavery that may exist in
certain sectors of our market.
We appear to constantly struggle within FM to
demonstrate our value to UK PLC but in the Social
Value sphere our impact is undoubted, we offer
an absolute world of employment opportunity to
all parts of our communities and we are a sector
of the economy that prides itself on its ability to
develop and grow its own talent.
The long-term sustainability of our economy
will always require a careful balancing of the
Economic, Environmental and Social spheres and
we are perfectly placed to influence all three…
We just need the confidence to shout about it.

SERCO SUPPORTS LOCAL CHARITIES
IN HAVERING

T

en charities from across the London
Borough of Havering have been given
a boost by Serco, the Borough Council’s
waste collection and recycling provider.
The charities were carefully selected
from a large number of applications due to
the vital contribution they make in the local
area, from supporting vulnerable local people
to providing facilities for the whole community’s benefit. They are: Saint Francis Hospice,
Harold Hill Food Bank, Havering Music Makers, Havering Mind, Romford Salvation Army,
Tapestry, Tweed Way Hall Community Association, Motorvations, and Friends of Cottons Park.
Each charity was presented with a cheque for £1,000 at a special event at the CEME
conference centre in Rainham, Essex, hosted by members of Serco’s team.
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WATES GROUP’S ANDREW DAVIES TO
TAKE UP CEO ROLE AT CARILLION
Carillion has named Andrew Davies as the new Chief Executive officer of the business.
Davies will take up the role from 2 April 2018, at which point he will also join the Board.
Until then, Keith Cochrane will continue to lead Carillion as Interim Chief Executive Officer.
Davies is currently the Chief Executive of Wates Group Ltd having been appointed to the
role in 2014 and will leave the organisation on 10 November 2017. Prior to that he held a
series of senior roles with BAE Systems plc over a 28-year period. He is currently a NonExecutive Director of Chemring Group.
At construction, development and property services company, Wates Group, David Allen,
Chief Financial Officer, will become Acting Chief Executive pending the appointment of a
permanent successor.

NEW SENIOR MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS AT MITIE
Mitie Group has announced two new
appointments to its leadership team.
Matthew Thompson joins the business
as MD of Mitie‘s Cleaning & Environmental
Services business, whilst Chris Copeland
takes up the newly created role of Chief
Marketing & Strategy Officer and will be
responsible for overseeing and developing
Mitie’s corporate and business unit strategy.
Thompson joins Mitie from independent

vehicle leasing business, Zenith Ltd, where
he held the position of Chief Commercial
Officer.
Copeland joins from Bupa where he
developed the corporate strategy and set up
innovation and digital programmes for the
healthcare specialist. Prior to this, he spent
16 years at Diageo where he built and led
a £300 million innovation business for the
international region.

BIFM BOOSTS SENIOR MANAGEMENT
TEAM WITH COMMERCIAL
DIRECTOR APPOINTMENT
The British Institute of Facilities
Management (BIFM) has strengthened
its senior management team with the
appointment of Jacqueline Balian as
Commercial Director.
Balian will work alongside BIFM’s
CEO, Linda Hausmanis, to help define
the organisation’s future strategic
direction to address new opportunities and challenges facing
the sector, including meeting shifting customer expectations,
attracting and nurturing talent, and adopting new practices
and tools that support greater productivity and organisational
performance.
Balian has a wealth of experience in the property and
construction sectors, most recently as Commercial Director
at the Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) where she was
responsible for improving and growing the institute’s member
services.
She has also held several other senior roles including
Head of Renewable Heat Incentive Operations at Ofgem and
Managing Director at the Chartered Institute of Building
Services Engineers’ commercial arm CIBSE Services, where
she devised and led the rollout of key initiatives including the
Low Carbon Assessor Scheme.

buildrecruitment
Innovative Recruitment Solutions for the Built Environment

CALLING ALL FM
PROFESSIONALS
We are urgently seeking qualified FM
professionals at every level. For more
information on our current available roles,
please get in touch with the team:

The Facilities Management team at Build
Recruitment operate in both the public and
private sector, enjoying excellent partnerships
with leading organisations nationwide.

EMAIL: FM@BUILDREC.COM
CALL US ON: 020 3176 4790

Our services include permanent, temporary
or interim roles, contract mobilisation and
executive search across the built environment.

www.buildrec.com | 020 3176 4790 | info@buildrec.com
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CAREER LADDER

FM is known to be a career that people fall into
Name: Steve Caddell

from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ

Current role:
Group Procurement Director,
OCS Group

chats to a facilities professional about how they

Born: Middlesborough

path. This month we talk to Steve Caddell, Group

Lives: Yorkshire

Procurement Director - OCS Group

? Education
MBA from Henley Business School,
MSc from University of Wales, Executive
Diploma in Management from the CMI
and MCPIS.
? What was your first ever job?
Trainee sound engineer on a YTS
scheme in a small studio in south
London making adverts for radio.
? What was you first job in the FM
sector?
Buyer for what was then the
Department for Social Security dealing
with “AOS” contracts (Accommodation
and Office Services), which later
became known as “FM” contracts.
? What made you choose FM as a
career?
Like nearly everyone in our sector, it
chose me! I wanted an office job and
joined the DSS as an Admin Officer,
quickly getting involved in supplier
negotiations and then within six
months I was promoted to Buyer.
? How did you progress through
the profession to your current role?
Pretty much the text-book career
ladder for procurement types, but in
an FM context. I became a functional
specialist first and foremost and then
expanded my roles to include people
management before seeking out more
challenging roles in order to test myself
and also build my experience. After a
few years I headed up some functions
and built several high-performing
teams from scratch which led to
securing Director level roles. I have also
spent time in consulting and running
my own business.

? Do you have any qualifications
or training in FM? And how have
you benefited from them?
Not much; because I am first and
foremost a procurement guy, H&S
is the preserve of those far more
specialised than I and operational
front-line colleagues.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
your current role?
During my time with WS Atkins, I led
the team that procured a national soft
services contract for a large global
banking organisation; the first of its
kind to specify a “living wage”. This
got us mentioned on BBC News at 10
with pictures of my MD and the CEO
of the bank’s corporate real-estate
function. More importantly, this was
a massive achievement for our sector
and also within financial services. It
was an early case of banking taking a
leadership position in terms of social
responsibility.
? What’s changed most since you
started in FM?
Job titles have tended to become more
grandiose while at the same time,
people still mop floors, scrub toilets
and paint walls! More seriously, the
integration of smart technology and
automation is something I could never
have imagined 25 years ago. Also, I
really value the opportunity for our
sector to make a real difference to the
world and a positive social impact.
? What personal qualities do
you think are most needed for a
successful career in FM?
Resilience is a great quality that helps
drive personal development

got into the sector and takes a look at their career

and inspires confidence in those
around you. Curiosity is a real talent;
questioning and challenging the
status quo which drives innovation.
Ultimately, empathy is vitally
important; so that we never forget why
we do what we do, and to successfully
manage colleagues, customers and
stakeholders.
? If you could do one thing
differently in your career in FM,
what would it be?
Taken more risks earlier on in my
career and try out more varied roles.
While I love what I do and where I work,
it’s difficult sometimes not to wonder
what might have been, plus I might be
able to bring a wider perspective on
what I do.

? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
profession now?
Hopefully without sounding too geeky,
my favourite academic writer, Charles
Handy, once gave this advice during a
lecture in Sheffield. “Young folk today
will more than likely work until they are
75 or even older. Therefore, up until
you are 30 or 40, try as many different
roles, organisations, countries and
continents as you can. Then, once you
have found something you truly love
doing, commit to this fully - as its likely
you will be doing it for a long time !”
? What are your long-term goals
for the next seven to ten years?
To develop into a broader commercial
role and help develop the next wave
of talent.

? What would make the biggest
difference to the FM sector? And
how could that be achieved?

? What do you predict could be the
main changes to the FM sector over
the next few years?

For buyers of FM (such as me), to
procure purely on quality of service
and less on contract “price”. This would
allow real innovation, focus on more
sustainable, whole-life cost reduction
and a broader economic view on the
costs and positive impact on society.

Security is a massive concern in terms
of the physical and cyber domains, but
more broadly, security of the food and
energy supply chains. Procurement
decisions will be made with a greater
emphasis on these issues and less of a
focus on short term savings..

? Are you a member of any FM
association or body and if so what
benefits do you think they provide?
Sadly, I was a member of BIFM but
have allowed my membership to lapse
which is a real shame, because, timeallowing, using these associations to
network with other professionals can
offer real insight into better practice
and be a stimulus for innovation.

? What are the greatest challenges
of working in FM?
The greatest challenge is the
psychology of motivating often
the lowest rewarded in society to
consistently perform some of the most
challenging and most difficult tasks.
? What are the greatest challenges
of working in FM?
Variety ! It’s the spice of life,
apparently. 

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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